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LOWER BOUND TO THE ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY OF THE XXZ
SPIN RING
CHRISTOPH FISCHBACHER1 AND RUTH SCHULTE2
Abstract. We study the free XXZ quantum spin model defined on a ring of size L and show
that the bipartite entanglement entropy of eigenstates belonging to the first energy band
above the vacuum ground state satisfies a logarithmically corrected area law. Along the way,
we show a Combes-Thomas estimate for fiber operators which can also be applied to discrete
many-particle Schro¨dinger operators on more general translation-invariant graphs.
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1. Introduction
Considered to be one of the indicators of many-body-localization (MBL), area laws for
the entanglement entropy have attracted significant interest by the physics [ECP10, Laf16]
as well as the mathematics community [PS14, PS18a, EPS17, Has07, BW18, ARFS20]. In
contrast, delocalization induced by long-range correlations leads to increase stronger than a
mere area law. However, only a few examples, where such phenomena were observed, have been
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rigorously studied as of yet [LSS14, LSS17, PS18b, Wol06, MPS20, MS20]. It is noteworthy
that almost all of these examples are found within the non-interacting setting. In particular,
logarithmic corrections of area laws seem to be a common occurrence in physical systems that
are known to be delocalized.
An interacting system that exhibits MBL phenomena is the disordered XXZ spin chain.
Recently, localization phenomena for this model have been rigorously studied in [EKS18b,
EKS18a, BW17]; see also [Sto20] for a survey of the newest developments. An area law of
the entanglement entropy for low energy states in such a system has been proven in [BW18].
However, the situation for the infinite XXZ spin chain without disorder is fundamentally
different: with the help of the Bethe ansatz, it can be shown that the lowest spectral band
is purely absolutely continuous with delocalized generalized eigenfunctions [NSS06, FS14]. It
is thus reasonable to also expect a different scaling behavior for the entanglement entropy.
In this paper, we therefore consider finite XXZ spin chains of arbitrary size with periodic
boundary conditions and constant magnetization density.
In [BW18], Beaud and Warzel already showed for low energy states in the finite XXZ chain
with droplet boundary conditions, that there is a logarithmic upper bound of the entanglement
entropy, independent of non-negative background potentials. The explicit results in [BW18,
Prop. 1.2] and [ARFS20, Thm. 1.2] show that the log-term is optimal in the Ising model. By
developing a suitable perturbational approach, we extend this to the XXZ model in the Ising
phase.
It is well-known that the XXZ Hamiltonian preserves the total magnetization and is equiva-
lent to a direct sum of discrete many-particle Schro¨dinger operators of hard-core bosons. In
the Ising phase, the associated potential energetically favors clustered configurations [NSS06,
NS01, FS14, FS18], commonly referred to as “droplets”. Thus, the mass of low energy states
is mainly concentrated around these droplet configurations. Our perturbative result will rely
on the fact that in the Ising limit, droplet configurations and low energy states coincide. This
follows from a suitable Combes-Thomas bound which we will show in the first part of this
paper.
While the main result of the paper contributes to the question whether the logarithmic upper
bound is optimal, we also believe its perturbative approach to be of more general interest. In
particular, for the disordered Ising model, it was shown in [ARFS20] that it is possible to find
states in the next-highest energy band whose entanglement entropy exhibits a logarithmic
lower bound with arbitrary high probability. This suggests delocalization phenomena for
higher energy states in the XXZ model despite disorder.
We will proceed as follows:
In Section 2, we introduce the XXZ model on the ring and review some of its basic properties.
Exploiting its preservation of total magnetization, we decompose the Hamiltonian into a direct
sum of operators acting on subspaces of fixed total magnetization. We will also state our main
results (Theorems 2.1 and 2.3).
Section 3 is dedicated to obtaining estimates on eigenfunctions of the XXZ Hamiltonian.
To this end, we firstly exploit the ring’s translational symmetry and define a suitable Fourier
transform. We then introduce an equivalent formulation of the XXZ Hamiltonian using
Schro¨dinger operators, which we will use to show an appropriate Combes-Thomas estimate
2.3. At the end of this section, we consider the Ising model, for which we pick a suitable
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low-energy state which exhibits the desired logarithmic lower bound. The purpose of the
remainder of the paper will therefore be to show that if one does not move too far away from
the Ising limit, this logarithmic lower bound persists.
To this end, we then focus in Section 4 on showing that the reduced state of droplet
eigenstates in the Ising phase is exponentially close to the reduced state coming from the
Ising limit (with respect to a suitable distance function). The underlying geometry of the ring
poses some technical difficulties which are overcome by suitable estimates, basically allowing
us to treat the model with methods developed for the chain.
After this, in Section 5, we estimate the eigenvalues of the difference of these reduced
states, which allows us to find suitable bounds of its Schatten-quasinorms. Using a result
by Combes, Hislop and Nakamura [CHN01], this allows us to estimate the Lp-norms of the
associated Kre˘ın’s spectral shift function which we then use to show Theorem 2.1.
Acknowledgements: C.F. is grateful to the Institut Mittag-Leffler in Djursholm, Sweden,
where some of this work was done as part of the program Spectral Methods in Mathemat-
ical Physics in Spring 2019. R.S. was funded by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft under
Germany’s Excellence Strategy - EXC-2111 - 390814868 and LMUMentoring. It is also our
pleasure to thank Peter Mu¨ller and Gu¨nter Stolz for helpful discussions as well as encourage-
ment and support.
2. Model and main results
For any L P N, consider the XXZ model on a discrete ring of size L. We start by describing
the ring using the graph GL :“ pVL, ELq with vertex set VL :“ t0, 1, . . . , L ´ 1u and edge set
EL :“ ttj, pj ` 1qmodLu : j P VLu.
The underlying 2L-dimensional Fock space HL is given by HL “
Â
jPVL
C
2. Let | Òy :“ p10qt
and | Óy :“ p0 1qt denote the canonical basis of C2. To construct a basis for the Fock-space we
define the spin lowering operator
(2.1) S´ :“
ˆ
0 0
1 0
˙
.
For any set A let PpAq denote its power set. We now introduce a canonical basis  |δLx y (xPPpVLq
of HL by |δLHy :“ |ÒybL and for any other x P PpVLq by
(2.2) |δLx y :“
ź
jPx
S´j |δLHy .
Here, and in the following, for any A P C2ˆ2 the notation Aj refers to a spin operator acting
as A on the site j P VL and as the identity else.
The XXZ-Hamiltonian HL : HL Ñ HL is given by
(2.3) HL ” HLp∆q :“
ÿ
tj,kuPEL
hjkp∆q,
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where the two-site operator hjk describes an interaction between two spins located at the two
sites tj, ku P EL. It is given by
(2.4) hjk ” hjkp∆q :“
ˆ
1
4
´ S3jS3k
˙
´ 1
∆
`
S1jS
1
k ` S2jS2k
˘
,
with S1, S2 and S3 being the standard spin–1/2 matrices
(2.5) S1 :“
ˆ
0 1{2
1{2 0
˙
, S2 :“
ˆ
0 ´i{2
i{2 0
˙
and S3 :“
ˆ
1{2 0
0 ´1{2
˙
.
In the following, we will assume that the anisotropy parameter ∆ satisfies ∆ ą 1, which
ensures that for each tj, ku P EL, we have hjk ě 0 and consequently HL ě 0. The case ∆ ą 1
is commonly referred to as the “Ising-phase” of the XXZ model. The two-dimensional ground–
state space of HL corresponding to the ground state energy E0 “ 0 is the linear span of the
two vectors |δLHy (“all spins-up”) and |δLVLy (“all spins-down”). The operator HL preserves
the total magnetization (for more details see [FS18]). We therefore treat each down-spin as a
particle. For all N P t0, . . . , Lu, let us define the N -particle subspace by
(2.6) HNL :“ spant|δLx y : x P PpVLq, |x| “ Nu.
Since HL is particle number preserving, each H
N
L reduces the operator HL. Hence, we express
it as the direct sum
(2.7) HL “
Là
N“0
HNL ,
where HNL :“ HL æHNL for all N P t0, 1, . . . , Lu. The operators HLL and H0L are identical to the
zero operator on HLL “ spant|δLVLyu and H0L “ spant|δLHyu respectively.
Now, let Λ Ă VL and HΛ :“
Â
jPΛC
2. Given any normalized state |ψy P HL, we consider its
entanglement entropy with respect to the spatial decomposition HL “ HΛ bHΛc . As before,
we denote by t|δΛx yuxPPpΛq the canonical basis of HΛ. Analogously, we define the N -particle
subspace by
(2.8) HN
Λ
:“ spant|δΛx y : x P PpΛq, |x| “ Nu.
for all N P t0, . . . , |Λ|u. This choice allows the convenient identification
(2.9) |δLxYyy “ |δΛx y b |δΛ
c
y y P HL
for any x P PpΛq and y P PpΛcq. Let ρpψq :“ |ψyxψ| denote the density operator corresponding
to |ψy and moreover let ρΛpψq :“ trΛctρpψqu P LpHΛq denote the respective partial trace over
HΛc . The entanglement entropy of ψ is given by
(2.10) Spψ,Λq :“ tr spρΛpψqq,
where s : r0, 1s Ñ R, x ÞÑ ´x ln x.
Our main result concerns the entanglement entropy of low energy states whose eigenenergy
belongs to the interval I1 ” I1p∆q :“ r1´ 1∆ , 2p1´ 1∆qq.
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Theorem 2.1. Let ǫ P p0, 1{16q, let θ P pǫ, 1{16q. For L P N, let N ” NpLq :“ tǫLu and
ΛL :“ t0, . . . , 2tθLuu Ă VL. Then there exists ∆0 ” ∆0pǫq ą 3 such that for all ∆ ě ∆0,
L P N and E P σpHNL qX I1 there exists a corresponding eigenstate |ϕNL p∆, Eqy P HNL such that
(2.11) lim inf
LÑ8
SpϕNL p∆, Eq,ΛLq
lnL
ě ǫ
2
.
Remark 2.2. (i) While we have made the particular choice for ΛL to scale proportionally
to the ring size L and not independently of it, our result nevertheless shows that an area
law could not possibly be true in the generic case. Similar choices are often considered
in the physics literature [ISL12, PY14, VLRK03].
(ii) While we were not able to find any reference in the literature, we expect that for almost
every ∆ ą 3, the multiplicity of an eigenvalue within the droplet band is at most two.
This would imply that the result of Theorem 2.1 holds for every eigenfunction in the
droplet band.
An important ingredient for the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the following estimate showing
that low-energy eigenfunctions are mainly concentrated around droplet configurations, which
are given by
(2.12) VNL,1 :“ ttj, pj ` 1qmodL, . . . , pj `N ´ 1qmodLu : j P VLu.
This result follows from a Combes-Thomas estimate similar to those shown in [EKS18b,
ARFS20]. The main new feature of our estimate here is that the ring’s symmetry is taken
into account which allows to obtain an additional factor of L´1{2.
Theorem 2.3. Let L,N P N with N ă L and ∆ ą 3. For any E P σpHNL q X I1 there exists a
corresponding eigenstate |ϕNL y ” |ϕNL p∆, Eqy P HNL such that
(2.13) | xδLx , ϕNL y | ď
24?
L
¨ e´µ1dNL px,VNL,1q,
for all x P VNL . Here, dNL is the N-particle graph distance as defined in Section 3.1 and
(2.14) µ1 ” µ1p∆q :“ ln
´
1` p∆ ´ 1q
8
¯
.
3. Estimating eigenfunctions
3.1. Fourier transform. For the entire section let L,N P N with N ă L. Since we are mainly
interested in the N -particle subspace HNL , we introduce the graph of N -particle configurations
first.
Recall that the spin ring is described by the graph GL :“ pVL, ELq. The corresponding graph
distance between two sites j, k P VL is given by
(3.1) dLpj, kq “ L{2´ ||j ´ k| ´ L{2|.
Following [FS18], we construct the N -th symmetric product GNL :“ pVNL , ENL q of GL, where
V
N
L :“ tx Ď VL : |x| “ Nu and ENL :“ ttx, yu Ď VNL : x△y P ELu.(3.2)
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Here, x△y denotes the symmetric difference between the two subsets x, y Ď VL. We also write
x „ y for tx, yu P ENL . Finally, dNL p¨, ¨q denotes the graph distance on GNL . As in [FS18], we
identify HL – ℓ2pPpVLqq and HNL – ℓ2pVNL q.
In order to exploit the ring’s translational symmetry, we define a suitable Fourier-transform.
To this end, for any γ P Z, we define the translations T γL : PpVLq Ñ PpVLq by
(3.3) T γLx “ tpj ` γqmodL : j P xu for all x Ď VL.
For every γ P Z, the unitary translation operator T˜ γL : ℓ2pPpVLqq Ñ ℓ2pPpVLqq is given by
(3.4) pT˜ γLψqpxq “ ψpT γLxq for all ψ P ℓ2pPpVLqq, x P PpVLq.
Due to translational symmetry of HL, we then get rT˜ γL , HLs “ 0 for any γ P Z.
Now, let “«” denote the equivalence relation on VNL ˆ VNL defined as
(3.5) x « y :ô Dγ P t0, 1, . . . , L´ 1u such that T γLx “ y.
Moreover, let pVNL Ă VNL be a fixed set of representatives of each equivalence class induced by
“«”. For an element xˆ P pVNL , we denote the corresponding equivalence class by rxˆs. We define
dˆNL :
pVNL ˆ pVNL Ñ N0 by
(3.6) dˆNL pxˆ, yˆq :“ min
γPZ
dNL pxˆ, T γL yˆq for all xˆ, yˆ P pVNL .
Lemma 3.1. dˆNL is a metric on
pVNL .
Proof. Since dNL is a metric, if dˆ
N
L pxˆ, yˆq “ 0, this means that there exists a γ P t0, 1, . . . , L´1u
such that xˆ “ T γL yˆ. By definition of pVNL , this implies that xˆ “ yˆ.
Now, for any xˆ, yˆ P pVNL let us consider
(3.7) dˆNL pxˆ, yˆq “ min
γPZ
dNL pxˆ, T γL yˆq “ min
γ
dNL pT´γL xˆ, yˆq “ min
γ
dNL pyˆ, T´γL xˆq “ dˆNL pyˆ, xˆq.
Finally, for any xˆ, yˆ, zˆ P pVNL and any σ P t0, 1, . . . , L´ 1u consider
dˆNL pxˆ, zˆq “ min
γ
dNL pxˆ, T γL zˆq ď min
γ
pdNL pxˆ, T σL yˆq ` dNL pT σL yˆ, T γL zˆqq
“ dNL pxˆ, T σL yˆq `min
γ
dNL pyˆ, T γ´σL zˆq “ dNL pxˆ, T σL yˆq ` dˆNL pyˆ, zˆq.
(3.8)
Minimizing over σ P Z now yields the desired triangle inequality dˆNL pxˆ, zˆq ď dˆNL pxˆ, yˆq` dˆNL pyˆ, zˆq
and thus the lemma. 
We note that not all equivalence classes have the same cardinality. In fact, for any xˆ P pVNL
the number of elements in rxˆs is given by
(3.9) nxˆ :“ |rxˆs| “ mintγ P N : T γL xˆ “ xˆu.
Moreover, for any xˆ P pVNL the number nxˆ divides L. Let us now define the unitary Fourier
transform. To this end, let
(3.10) SNL :“
"
φ P ℓ2pVL ˆ pVNL q : @xˆ P pVNL @γ R Lnxˆ t0, . . . , nxˆ ´ 1u we have φpγ, xˆq “ 0
*
.
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The scalar product x¨, ¨y
SN
L
on this space is defined in the following way:
(3.11) xφ1, φ2ySN
L
:“
ÿ
γPVL
ÿ
xˆPpVN
L
1
L{nxˆφ1pγ, xˆqφ2pγ, xˆq,
for any φ1, φ2 P SNL . Moreover, for any f P SNL , we define }f}SNL :“
b
xf, fy
SN
L
. The Fourier
transform FNL is given by
FNL : ℓ
2pVNL q Ñ SNL
pFNL ψqpγ, xˆq :“
1?
L
L´1ÿ
z“0
e´
2πi
L
γzψpT zLxˆq
(3.12)
Lemma 3.2. The Fourier transform is well-defined. Furthermore, it is unitary and its adjoint
is given by
pFNL q˚ : SNL Ñ ℓ2pVNL q
ppFNL q˚φqpxq :“
1?
L
L´1ÿ
γ“0
e
2πi
L
γzφpγ, xˆq ,(3.13)
where xˆ P pVNL and z P t0, . . . , nxˆ ´ 1u are uniquely determined by x “ T zLxˆ.
Proof. Firstly, let us prove that FNL is well-defined by showing that it indeed maps into S
N
L .
For ψ P ℓ2pVNL q, xˆ P pVNL and γ R pL{nxˆqZX t0, . . . , nxˆ ´ 1u consider
pFNL ψqpγ, xˆq “
1?
L
nxˆ´1ÿ
ζ“0
L{nxˆ´1ÿ
k“0
e´
2πi
L
pζ`knxˆqγψpT ζ`knxˆL xˆq
“ 1?
L
nxˆ´1ÿ
ζ“0
e´
2πi
L
ζγψpT ζLxˆq
«
L{nxˆ´1ÿ
k“0
e
2πi
L{nxˆ
kγ
ff
“ 0.(3.14)
In the first step of (3.14) we used that for every z P VL there exists unique ζ P t0, . . . , nxˆ´ 1u
and k P t0, . . . , L{nxˆ ´ 1u such that z “ ζ ` knxˆ. The last equality is due to the fact that the
sum over all the L{nxˆ-th roots of unity is equal to zero.
Let us now show that the adjoint of FNL is indeed given by (3.13). To this end let ψ P ℓ2pVNL q
and φ P SNL . Then
xφ,FNLψySN
L
“ 1?
L
L´1ÿ
γ“0
ÿ
xˆPpVN
L
nxˆ´1ÿ
ζ“0
L{nxˆ´1ÿ
k“0
1
L{nxˆφpγ, xˆqe
´ 2πi
L
γpζ`knxˆqψpT ζLxˆq
“ 1?
L
ÿ
xˆPpVN
L
nxˆ´1ÿ
ζ“0
„ L´1ÿ
γ“0
e
2πi
L
γζφpγ, xˆq
„
1
L{nxˆ
L{nxˆ´1ÿ
k“0
e
2πi
L{nxˆ
γk

ψpT ζLxˆq(3.15)
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We note for any γ P pL{nxˆqZ that 1L{nxˆ
řL{nxˆ´1
k“0 e
2πi
L{nxˆ
γk “ 1. Hence (3.15) is equal to
(3.16)
ÿ
xPVN
L
ppFNL q˚φqpxqψpxq “ xpFNL q˚φ, ψy .
To show that indeed pFNL q˚ “ pFNL q´1, take any ψ P ℓ2pVNL q and x P VNL . There exist unique
xˆ P pVNL and z P t0, . . . , nxˆ ´ 1u such that x “ T zLxˆ. We obtain
(3.17) ppFNL q˚FNL ψqpT zLxˆq “
1
L
ÿ
γPVL,γPpL{nxˆqZ
L´1ÿ
ζ“0
e
2πi
L
γze´
2πi
L
γζψpT ζLxˆq,
where we used that FNL ψ P SNL . By applying the coordinate shift σ “ γL{nxˆ we see that (3.17)
is equal to
(3.18)
1
L
nxˆ´1ÿ
σ“0
nxˆ´1ÿ
ξ“0
L{nxˆ´1ÿ
k“0
e
2πi
nxˆ
pz´pξ`knxˆqqσψpT ξLxˆq “
1
nxˆ
nxˆ´1ÿ
ξ“0
„ nxˆ´1ÿ
σ“0
e
2πi
nxˆ
pz´ξqσ

ψpT ξLxˆq “ ψpT zLxˆq.
It can be shown analogously that FNL pFNL q˚ “ 1. 
3.2. The Schro¨dinger operator formulation. Let again L,N P N with N ă L be fixed.
In [FS18] it was shown that the N -particle Hamiltonian is equivalent to a discrete Schro¨dinger
operator acting on HNL – ℓ2pVNL q. More specifically,
(3.19) HNL – ´
1
2∆
ANL `WNL ,
where ANL denotes the adjacency operator on G
N
L
(3.20) pANL ψqpxq :“
ÿ
y:x„y
ψpyq,
while WNL is a multiplication by the function W : PpVLq Ñ N0 restricted to HNL which counts
the number of connected components of a configuration x P PpVLq
(3.21) W pxq :“ 1
2
|ttα, βu P EL : α P x, β R xu|.
Let us now consider the Fourier transform of the Hamiltonian HˆNL :“ FNLHNL pFNL q˚, with
AˆNL and Wˆ
N
L being defined analogously.
Lemma 3.3. For any φ P SNL , xˆ P pVNL and γ P VL we have
(3.22) pHˆNL φqpγ, xˆq “ ´
1
2∆
ÿ
yˆPpVN
L
aNL,γpxˆ, yˆqφpγ, yˆq `W pxˆqφpγ, xˆq,
where the matrix elements of aNL,γ are given by
(3.23) aNL,γpxˆ, yˆq “
ÿ
zPt0,...,nyˆ´1u
Tz
L
yˆ„xˆ
e
2πi
L
γz.
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Proof. Firstly, for the potential WNL , observe that for any φ P SLN we get
(3.24) pFNLWNL pFNL q˚φqpγ, xˆq “W pxˆqφpγ, xˆq.
Let us now consider the adjacency operator ANL .
pFNLANL pFNL q˚φqpγ, xˆq “
1?
L
L´1ÿ
z“0
e´i
2π
L
γzpANL pFNL q˚φqpT zLxˆq
“ 1?
L
L´1ÿ
z“0
ÿ
y: y„T z
L
xˆ
e´i
2π
L
γzppFNL q˚φqpyq(3.25)
For any y P VNL there exist unique yˆ P pVNL and σ P t0, . . . , nyˆ ´ 1u such that y “ T˜ σL yˆ. Hence,
(3.26) pFNLANL pFNL q˚φqpγ, xˆq “
1
L
L´1ÿ
z“0
ÿ
yˆ
ÿ
σPt0,...,nyˆ´1u
T
σ´z
L
yˆ„xˆ
L´1ÿ
ξ“0
e´i
2π
L
zpγ´ξqei
2π
L
ξpσ´zqφpξ, yˆq.
Since φ P SNL , we have φpξ, yˆq “ 0 for any yˆ P pVNL and ξ R pL{nyˆqt0, . . . , nyˆ ´ 1u. We therefore
consider only ξ P pL{nyˆqt0, . . . , nyˆ ´ 1u. The second factor in (3.26) is subsequently given by
(3.27) ei
2π
L
ξpσ´zq “ ei
2π
nyˆ
ξ
L{nyˆ
pσ´zqmodnyˆ
.
By changing the summation index in (3.26) from σ to ζ :“ pσ ´ zqmod nyˆ we conclude that
(3.26) is equal to
(3.28)
1
L
ÿ
yˆ
ÿ
ζPt0,...,nyˆ´1u
T
ζ
L
yˆ„xˆ
L´1ÿ
ξ“0
„ L´1ÿ
z“0
e´i
2π
L
zpγ´ξq

ei
2π
L
ξζφpξ, yˆq “
ÿ
yˆ
ÿ
ζPt0,...,nyˆ´1u
T
ζ
L
yˆ„xˆ
ei
2π
L
γζφpγ, yˆq.
This concludes the proof. 
Remark 3.4. The operator AˆNL is selfadjoint on S
N
L , since it is unitarily equivalent to the
selfadjoint operator ANL . This implies in particular that for all γ P VL and xˆ, yˆ P pVNL we
obtain
(3.29)
1
L{nxˆa
N
L,γpxˆ, yˆq “
1
L{nyˆ a
N
L,γpyˆ, xˆq.
Now, we decompose SNL into fiber spaces corresponding to the fiber index γ P VL. We obtain
(3.30) SNL “
L´1à
γ“0
S
N
L,γ ,
where
(3.31) SNL,γ :“ tφ P SNL : @xˆ P pVNL , @σ P VL, σ ‰ γ, we have φpσ, xˆq “ 0u.
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In Lemma 3.3 it is shown that for each γ P VL the subspace SNL,γ reduces HˆNL . Consequently,
we decompose
(3.32) HˆNL “
L´1à
γ“0
HˆNL,γ,
where HˆNL,γ :“ HˆNL æSNL,γ . Analogously, we set AˆNL,γ :“ AˆNL æSNL,γ and WˆNL,γ :“ WˆNL æSNL,γ and
thus obtain
(3.33) HˆNL “
L´1à
γ“0
HˆNL,γ “
L´1à
γ“0
´
´ 1
2∆
AˆNL,γ ` WˆNL,γ
¯
and
(3.34) σpHNL q “ σpHˆNL q “
L´1ď
γ“0
σpHˆNL,γq.
3.3. Combes–Thomas estimate on fiber operators and proof of Theorem 2.3. Let
again L,N P N with N ă L be fixed. For the reader’s convenience we will omit the indices
N and L in the following proofs. However, every quantity may depend on N and L unless
stated otherwise.
Lemma 3.5. For all γ P VL the operator AˆNL,γ satisfies
(3.35) ´ 2WˆNL,γ ď AˆNL,γ ď 2WˆNL,γ.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove only the upper bound. The lower bound follows analogously by
considering ´Aˆγ.
Let xˆ P ℓ2ppVq. Equation (3.23) implies
(3.36)
ÿ
yˆPpV
|aγpxˆ, yˆq| ď
ÿ
yˆPpV
ÿ
zPt0,...,nyˆu:
Tzyˆ„xˆ
ˇˇ
e
2πi
L
γz
ˇˇ “ ÿ
yPV:
y„xˆ
1.
According to (3.21) we get
(3.37)
ÿ
yˆPpV
|aγpxˆ, yˆq| ď 2W pxˆq.
Now, consider an arbitrary φ P Sγ . Then
xφ, AˆγφyS “
ÿ
xˆ, yˆPpV
φpγ, xˆq 1
L{nxˆaγpxˆ, yˆqφpγ, yˆq
ď
” ÿ
xˆ, yˆPpV
|φpγ, xˆq|2 1
L{nxˆ |aγpxˆ, yˆq|
ı1{2” ÿ
xˆ, yˆPpV
|φpγ, yˆq|2 1
L{nxˆ |aγpxˆ, yˆq|
ı1{2
.(3.38)
By the identity (3.29), we obtain
(3.39) xφ, AˆγφyS ď
ÿ
xˆ, yˆPpV
|φpγ, xˆq|2 1
L{nxˆ |aγpxˆ, yˆq|.
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Hence by applying (3.37) we arrive at
(3.40) xφ, AˆγφyS ď 2
ÿ
xˆ
|φpγ, xˆq|2 1
L{nxˆW pxˆq “ 2 xφ, WˆγφyS .

We are now able to prove a Combes-Thomas estimate on a fiber. The following is an
adaptation of the proof of a similar result on the unbounded XXZ-chain [ARFS20, EKS18b,
EKS18a].
Theorem 3.6. For any γ P t0, 1, . . . , L ´ 1u and any multiplication operator Yˆ NL,γ : SNL,γ Ñ
SNL,γ, consider the Hamiltonian Oˆ
N
L,γ “ ´ 12∆AˆNL,γ ` WˆNL,γ ` Yˆ NL,γ. Moreover, let z R σpOˆNL,γq be
such that
(3.41)
››pWˆNL,γq1{2pOˆNL,γ ´ zq´1pWˆNL,γq1{2›› ď 1κNL pzq ă 8,
for some κNL pzq ą 0. Then for all A, B Ă pVNL , we have
(3.42)
››1A`OˆNL,γ ´ z˘´11B›› ď 2κNL pzq e´ηNL pzqdˆpA,Bq,
where dˆpA,Bq :“ inftdˆpxˆ, yˆq : xˆ P A, yˆ P Bu for all A, B P PppVNL q and
(3.43) ηNL pzq “ ln
ˆ
1` κ
N
L pzq∆
2
˙
.
Proof. Firstly, observe that (3.35) implies that for any γ P t0, . . . , L´ 1u
(3.44) ´ 2 ď pWˆγq´1{2AˆγpWˆγq´1{2 ď 2.
Now, for any A Ď pV , let ρA,γ : Sγ Ñ Sγ be the operator of multiplication by dˆpA, ¨q, i.e.,
pρA,γφqpγ, xˆq :“ dˆpA, xˆqφpγ, xˆq for any φ P Sγ . For any η ą 0 let us define
(3.45) Oˆη,γ :“ e´ηρA,γ OˆγeηρA,γ
and Bˆη,γ :“ Oˆη,γ ´ Oˆγ. Observe that
(3.46) Bˆη,γ “ ´ 1
2∆
`
e´ηρA,γ Aˆγe
ηρA,γ ´ Aˆγ
˘
.
Now, for any φ P Sγ , consider››Wˆ´1{2γ Bˆη,γWˆ´1{2γ φ››2S
“ 1
4∆2
ÿ
xˆ
1
L{nxˆ
ˇˇˇˇÿ
yˆ
Wˆ´1{2pxˆqWˆ´1{2pyˆq`eηpρA,γ pyˆq´ρA,γ pxˆqq ´ 1˘aγpxˆ, yˆqφpγ, yˆqˇˇˇˇ2(3.47)
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We note that for all γ P t0, . . . , L ´ 1u and all xˆ, yˆ P pV we have |aγpxˆ, yˆq| ď a0pxˆ, yˆq which
follows from (3.23). Furthermore we have |eηpdˆpxˆ,Aq´dˆpyˆ,Aqq ´ 1| ď peη ´ 1q for all xˆ, yˆ P pV with
dˆpxˆ, yˆq “ 1. Hence (3.47) is bounded by
1
4∆2
`
eη ´ 1˘2ÿ
xˆ
1
L{nxˆ
„ÿ
yˆ
Wˆ´1{2pxˆqWˆ´1{2pyˆqa0pxˆ, yˆq|φpγ, yˆq|
2
ď 1
4∆2
`
eη ´ 1˘2››Wˆ´1{20 Aˆ0Wˆ´1{20 φ˜››2,(3.48)
where φ˜ P S0 is defined by φ˜pγ˜, xˆq :“ δγ˜,0|φpγ, xˆq| for all xˆ P pV and γ˜ P t0, . . . , L ´ 1u. The
function φ˜ is indeed an element of S0, since for all xˆ P pV we have 0 P L{nxˆt0, . . . , nxˆ ´ 1u.
Clearly, }φ˜} “ }φ}. By using (3.44) we further estimate the left hand side of (3.47) and
eventually get
(3.49)
››Wˆ´1{2γ Bˆη,γWˆ´1{2γ ›› ď 1∆peη ´ 1q.
For η ” ηpzq as in (3.43) it now follows that
}Wˆ´1{2γ Bˆη,γpOˆγ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ } “ }Wˆ´1{2γ Bˆη,γWˆ´1{2γ Wˆ 1{2γ pOˆγ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ }
ď pe
η ´ 1q
∆κpzq “
1
2
.
(3.50)
Using the resolvent identity we get
(3.51) Wˆ 1{2γ pOˆη,γ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ pI ` Wˆ´1{2γ Bˆη,γpOˆγ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ q “ Wˆ 1{2γ pOˆγ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ .
By further applying the elementary inequality }pI ` Cq´1} ď p1´ }C}q´1 for any C P LpSγq,
}C} ă 1, we obtain from (3.41) and (3.50) that
}Wˆ 1{2γ pOˆη,γ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ }
ď }Wˆ 1{2γ pOˆγ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ }}pI ` Wˆ´1{2γ Bˆη,γpOˆγ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ q´1} ď
2
κpzq .(3.52)
We conclude››1AWˆ 1{2γ pOˆγ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ 1B›› “ ››1AeηρAWˆ 1{2γ pOη,γ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ e´ηρA1B››
ď ››Wˆ 1{2γ pOˆη,γ ´ zq´1Wˆ 1{2γ ››››e´ηρA1B›› ď 2κpzqe´ηdˆpA,Bq,(3.53)
which is the desired result. 
We use the Combes-Thomas estimate to deduce pointwise upper bounds to eigenfunctions
of the fiber operators. These estimates apply uniformly to all eigenstates corresponding to
eigenvalues in a certain energy range. These energy ranges are associated with configurations
of K or less clusters pVNL,K :“ txˆ P pVNL : W pxˆq ď Ku and are given by
(3.54) IK,δ :“
”
1´ 1
∆
, pK ` 1´ δq
´
1´ 1
∆
¯ı
,
where δ P p0, 1q and K P N.
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ForK P N with K ď }WˆNL } and γ P VL, let PˆNL,K,γ : SNL,γ Ñ SNL,γ be the orthogonal projection
given by
(3.55) PˆNL,K,γ :“ 1ďKpWˆNL,γq.
Let further the whole projection PˆNL,K : S
N
L Ñ SNL be defined by
(3.56) PˆNL,K :“
à
γPVL
PˆNL,K,γ.
Theorem 3.7. Let K P N with K ď }WˆNL }, δ P p0, 1q and γ P VL. For any E P σpHˆNL,γqX IK,δ
let φNL,γ ” φNL,γp∆, Eq P SNL,γ be a corresponding eigenstate. Then, for any A Ď pVNL we obtain
(3.57) }1AφNL,γ} ď
2pK ` 1q2
δ
¨ e´µK dˆNL pA,pVNL,Kq}PˆNL,K,γφNL,γ},
where
(3.58) µK ” µKpδ,∆q :“ ln
´
1` δp∆ ´ 1q
2pK ` 1q
¯
.
Proof. Let us define the following multiplication operator YˆK,γ :“ pK`1qp1´1{∆qPˆK,γ. Then
Wˆ´1{2γ
`
Hˆγ ` YˆK,γ ´ E
˘
Wˆ´1{2γ
“´ 1
2∆
Wˆ´1{2γ AˆγWˆ
´1{2
γ ` 1` pK ` 1q
´
1´ 1
∆
¯
PˆK,γWˆ
´1
γ ´ EWˆ´1γ(3.59)
By using the result of Lemma 3.5 as well as E P IK,δ we estimate
(3.60) ´ 1
2∆
Wˆ´1{2γ AˆγWˆ
´1{2
γ ` 1 ě
´
1´ 1
∆
¯
.
Moreover,
(3.61) pK ` 1q
´
1´ 1
∆
¯
PˆK,γWˆ
´1
γ ´ EPˆK,γWˆ´1γ ě δ
´
1´ 1
∆
¯
PˆK,γ
and
(3.62) ´ Ep1´ PˆK,γqWˆ´1γ ě ´
E
K ` 1p1´ PˆK,γq ě
´
1´ 1
∆
¯´
´ 1` δ
K ` 1
¯
p1´ PˆK,γq
Hence (3.59) is estimated from below by
(3.63) Wˆ´1{2γ
`
Hˆγ ` YˆK,γ ´ E
˘
Wˆ´1{2γ ě
δ
K ` 1
´
1´ 1
∆
¯
.
This implies that E R σpHˆγ ` YˆK,γq and in particular, we get
(3.64) }Wˆ 1{2γ
`
Hˆγ ` YˆK,γ ´ E
˘´1
Wˆ 1{2γ } ď
pK ` 1q∆
δp∆ ´ 1q .
By Theorem 3.6, this implies that
(3.65) }1ApHˆγ ` YˆK,γ ´ Eq´11B} ď 2∆pK ` 1q
δp∆´ 1q ¨
´
1` δp∆´ 1q
2pK ` 1q
¯´dˆpA,Bq
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for any A,B P pVNL . Now, consider
}1Aφγ}S
“ ››1A`Hˆγ ` YˆK,γ ´ E˘´1`Hˆγ ` YˆK,γ ´ E˘φγ›››
S
.
(3.66)
We note that since φγ is an eigenfunction of Hˆγ we have pHˆγ ´ Eqφγ “ 0. Hence (3.66) is
equal to
pK ` 1q
´
1´ 1
∆
¯››1A`Hˆγ ` YˆK,γ ´ E˘´1PˆK,γφγ››S
ď 2pK ` 1q
2
δ
¨
´
1` δp∆ ´ 1q
2pK ` 1q
¯´dˆpA,pVKq}PˆK,γφγ}S,(3.67)
which is the desired result. 
Applying this result on fiber operators to the full N -particle Hamiltonian yields Theo-
rem 2.3. In fact, our result can be applied to obtain estimates for eigenfunctions with eigenen-
ergy in the K-cluster band IK,δ for any K and not just K “ 1.
Corollary 3.8. Let K P N. For every E P IK,δ X σpHNL q there exists an eigenstate |ψNL y ”
|ψNL p∆, Eqy P HNL such that for all x P VNL we obtain
(3.68) | xδLx , ψNL y | ď
2pK ` 1q2
δ
?
L
¨ e´µKdNL px,VNL,Kq,
where µKpδ,∆q was defined in (3.58).
Proof. According to (3.34), for every E P IK,δ X σpHq there exists a fiber index γ P t0, . . . , Lu
such that E P σpHˆγq. Let φp∆, Eq P Sγ be a normalized eigenvector of Hˆγ to E. Let
|ψp∆, Eqy – pFq˚φp∆, Eq be the corresponding eigenstate of H to E.
Since φ P Sγ and by (3.13) we have
(3.69) ψpT zxˆq “ 1?
L
e
2πi
L
zγφpγ, xˆq for all z P Z and xˆ P pV.
The result now follows from Theorem 3.7, since
(3.70) | xδx, ψy | “ 1?
L
|φpγ, xˆq| “ 1?
L
}1txˆuφ} ď 2pK ` 1q
2
δ
?
L
¨ e´µK dˆpxˆ,pVKq
and
(3.71) dˆpxˆ, pVKq “ min
γ
dpT γxˆ, pVKq “ min
γ
dpx, T γ pVKq “ dpx,VKq,
where we used that
Ť
γ T
γ pVK “ VK . 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Recall that I1 “ r1´ 1∆ , 2p1´ 1∆qq. According to Lemma A.1 we have
σpHNL q X p1, 2p1´ 1{∆qq “ H, since ∆ ą 3. Hence I1 X σpHNL q “ I1,1{2 X σpHNL q. The claim
now follows immediately from Corollary 3.8 with δ “ 1{2, K “ 1 and µ1p∆q “ µ˜1p∆, 1{2q. 
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Remark 3.9. (i) In Lemma A.1, it was shown that for ∆ ą 2 and all γ P VL, each
fiber operator HˆNL,γ has exactly one eigenvalue Eγ P rp1 ´ 1{∆q, 2p1 ´ 1{∆qq. Let
t|ϕNL,γp∆qyuγPVL Ă HNL be the orthonormal set of corresponding eigenstates, which is
unique up to phase factors.
(ii) From Lemma A.2 it follows that E0 ă Eγ for any γ ‰ 0. This implies in particular
that |ϕNL,0p∆qy is the unique ground state of HNL .
3.4. The Ising-limit. Let again N,L P N with N ă L. The main idea of Theorem 2.1 is
to view it as a perturbative result of the Ising limit “∆ “ 8”. From Corollary 3.8 it readily
follows that for all γ P VL the density ρpϕNL pγ,∆qq converges weakly to
(3.72) ρNL,γ :“ ρ
ˆ ÿ
ζPVL
1?
L
e
2πi
L
ζγ |δL
T
ζ
L
xˆ0
y
˙
“
ÿ
ξ,ζPVL
1
L
e
2πi
L
pζ´ξqγ |δL
T
ζ
L
xˆ0
yxδL
T
ξ
L
xˆ0
| ,
where xˆ0 P pVNL X VNL,1 is the unique representative of all droplets in VNL . As we will see in the
following, the entanglement entropy of ρNL,γ satisfies the desired logarithmic correction to the
area law.
In order to calculate the entanglement entropy of a given pure state |ψy P HL recall that it
is necessary to determine its partial trace first.
Lemma 3.10. Let Λ Ă VL. For any state |ψy P HNL and for all n P
 
0, . . . ,mint|Λ|, Nu( there
exists ρn
Λ
pψq P LpHn
Λ
q such that
(3.73) trΛc
 
ρpψq( “ mint|Λ|,Nuà
n“0
ρn
Λ
pψq.
Furthermore for any n P  0, . . . ,mint|Λ|, Nu( and any y, y1 P HnL we have
(3.74) xδΛy , ρnΛpψqδΛy1y “
ÿ
zPPpΛcq,
|z|“N´n
xδLyYz, ρpψqδLy1Yzy .
Proof. This statement is shown by applying the definition of the partial trace, since PpVLq “ 
y Y z : y P PpΛq and z P PpΛcq( and therefore by (2.9)
(3.75) trΛc
 
ρpψq( “ ÿ
y,y1PPpΛq
„ ÿ
zPPpΛcq
xδLyYz, ρpψqδLyYzy

|δΛy yxδΛy1 | .

Remark 3.11. In the following let N ă L{2. Furthermore, for λ´, λ` P VL with λ` ´ λ´ P
pN,L{2q, let Λ ” Λpλ´, λ`q “ tλ´, . . . , λ`u Ă VL.
(i) Let us consider the reduced density matrix of ρNL,γ. By Lemma 3.10, for each n P
t0, . . . , Nu there exists ρnL,Λ,γ P LpHnΛq such that
(3.76) ρL,Λ,γ :“ trΛc
 
ρNL,γ
( “ Nà
n“0
ρnL,Λ,γ.
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For n P t1, . . . , N ´ 1u these operators are given by
(3.77) ρnL,Λ,γ :“
1
L
p|δyn`yxδyn` | ` |δyn´yxδyn´ |q,
where yn˘ :“ λ˘ ¯ t0, . . . , n´ 1u.
(ii) The entanglement entropy of ρnL,Λ,γ for any n P t1, . . . , N ´ 1u is given by
(3.78) tr
 
spρnL,Λ,γq
( “ 2 lnL
L
,
where s : r0, 1s Ñ R, t ÞÑ ´t ln t. Hence
(3.79) trΛ
 
spρL,Λ,γq
( ě N´1ÿ
n“1
tr
 
spρnL,Λ,γq
( “ 2N ´ 1
L
lnL.
4. Estimating the reduced state
4.1. Some technical preliminaries. For the entirety of this section, let L,N P N with
N ă L be fixed. Let IpNq :“ t1, . . . , Nu. We first concern ourselves with the peculiar
geometry of the graph VNL and its graph norm.
For any two points x, y P VNL let
(4.1) u :“ pup0q, . . . , upkqq P
ką
l“0
VNL “ pVNL qk`1
be called a path from x to y of length k P N0, if and only if up0q “ x, upkq “ y and
dNL pupl´1q, uplqq “ 1 for all l P t1, . . . , ku. If k “ dNL px, yq, then we call u a shortest path
from x to y.
Lemma 4.1. Let x, y P VNL and let u be a shortest path from x to y of length k “ dNL px, yq.
Let k0 P t0, . . . , ku,
(4.2) v :“ pup0q, . . . , upk0qq and w :“ pupk0q, . . . , upkqq.
Then v is a shortest path from x to upk0q and w is a shortest path from upk0q to y. Moreover,
(4.3) dNL px, yq “ dNL px, upk0qq ` dNL pupk0q, yq.
Proof. The path v is a path from x to upk0q of length k0 and therefore d
N
L px, upk0qq ď k0.
Analogously, w is a path from upk0q to y of length k ´ k0 with dNL pupk0q, yq ď k ´ k0. Hence,
(4.4) k “ dNL px, yq ď dNL px, upk0qq ` dNL pupk0q, yq ď k0 ` pk ´ k0q “ k.
This implies equality in (4.4) and consequently dNL px, upk0qq “ k0 and dNL pupk0q, yq “ k´k0. 
In what follows, it will be useful to consider each element z P VNL as a set of N distinguish-
able, hard-core particles. We use the following convention to label each individual particle:
For each z P VNL there exists a unique pz1, . . . , zN q P pVLqN with z1 ă z2 ă . . . ă zN such that
z “ tzj : j P IpNqu. This enables us to track each individual particle along the path u from
x to y. To this end, we now construct a sequence pu˜plqqlďk Ď pVLqN with the property that
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uplq “ tu˜plqj : j P IpNqu for all 0 ď l ď k. Firstly, we set u˜p0q :“ pz1, . . . , zNq. For all 1 ď l ď k,
we then define
(4.5)
#
u˜
plq
j :“ u˜pl´1qj for all j P IpNq with u˜pl´1qj P uplq,
u˜
plq
j P uplqzupl´1q else.
Note that u˜plq is well-defined for all 1 ď l ď k. The configuration uplq is obtained by moving
exactly one particle in upl´1q to an unoccupied neighbouring site in VL. Hence there is always
exactly one j0 P IpNq such that u˜pl`1qj0 ‰ u˜plqj0 .
For the next lemma we require the following definition. For any j P IpNq we denote by
(4.6) Luj :“
kÿ
l“1
dLpu˜pl´1qj , u˜plqj q
the distance that the j-th particle has traveled along the path u.
Lemma 4.2. For any x, y P VNL the graph distance is given by
(4.7) dNL px, yq “ min
σPScyc
N
Nÿ
j“1
dLpxj , yσpjqq “ min
σPSN
Nÿ
j“1
dLpxj, yσpjqq.
Here, S
pcycq
N denotes the set of (cyclic) permutations of the set IpNq.
Proof. Let u be an arbitrary shortest path from x to y of length k :“ dNL px, yq. For any
l P t0, . . . , ku let τl ” τlpuq P SN be the uniquely defined permutation such that
(4.8) 0 ď u˜plq
τlp1q
ă u˜plq
τlp2q
ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u˜plq
τlpNq
ď L´ 1.
We now claim that τl P ScycN for all 0 ď l ď k, which we prove by induction. For the base case
l “ 0, the statement is true since τ0 “ id P ScycN . Now assume that for l ă k, there exists a
τl P ScycN such that (4.8) is satisfied. To show that the statement is then also true for l ` 1,
we distinguish three cases:
‚ First case: u˜plq
τlp1q
“ 0 and u˜pl`1q
τlp1q
“ L ´ 1. This implies u˜pl`1q
τlpNq
ă L ´ 1. According to
the induction hypothesis we have 0 “ u˜plq
τlp1q
ă u˜plq
τlp2q
ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u˜plq
τlpNq
ă L ´ 1, therefore
we conclude
(4.9) 0 ă u˜pl`1q
τlp2q
ă u˜pl`1q
τlp3q
ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă u˜pl`1q
τlpNq
ă u˜pl`1q
τlp1q
“ L´ 1.
The permutation τl`1 “ τl ˝ σ satisfies (4.8) at the position l ` 1, where σ P ScycN
is the uniquely defined cyclic permutation with σp1q “ 2. Clearly, this implies that
τl`1 P ScycN , since the composition of two cyclic permutations is cyclic.
‚ Second case: u˜plq
τpNq “ L ´ 1 and u˜pl`1qτlpNq “ 0. By a completely analogous argument as
for the first case, we get τl`1 “ τl ˝ σ´1 P ScycN .
‚ The third case covers any other situation. Let j0 ď N be the unique index for which 
u˜
plq
τlpj0q
, u˜
pl`1q
τpj0q
( P EL. Since the previous two cases have been excluded, observe that the
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only two possibilities are u˜
pl`1q
τpj0q
“ u˜plq
τlpj0q
˘ 1 ‰ u˜plq
τlpj0˘1q
. In either case, it is important
to note that this implies
(4.10) u˜
plq
τlpj0´1q
“ u˜pl`1q
τlpj0´1q
ă u˜pl`1q
τlpj0q
ă u˜pj`1q
τlpj0`1q
“ u˜plq
τlpj0`1q
.
Hence, τl`1 “ τl P ScycN .
Since each step on the path moves exactly one particle to a neighboring position we have
(4.11) k “
kÿ
l“1
Nÿ
j“1
dLpu˜plqj , u˜pl´1qj q “
Nÿ
j“1
Luj .
Moreover, for any j P IpNq we have
(4.12) dLpxj , yτ´1
k
pjqq “ dLpu˜p0qj , u˜pkqj q ď
kÿ
l“1
dLpu˜pl´1qj , u˜plqj q “ Luj .
Since τ´1k P ScycN , this implies – together with (4.11):
(4.13) min
τPScyc
N
Nÿ
j“1
dLpxj , yτpjqq ď
Nÿ
j“1
Luj “ k.
On the other hand, it was shown in [FS18, Appendix A] that dNL px, yq “ minσPSN
řN
j“1 dLpxj, yσpjqq.
Since ScycN Ď SN , we immediately obtain
(4.14) k “ dNL px, yq “ min
σPSN
Nÿ
j“1
dLpxj , yσpjqq ď min
τPScyc
N
Nÿ
j“1
dLpxj , yτpjqq ,
which concludes the proof. 
Corollary 4.3. Let x, y P VNL , k :“ dNL px, yq, and let u be a shortest path between x and y.
Then
(4.15) Luj “ dLpu˜p0qj , u˜pkqj q ď L{2
and u˜
pkq
j P tpxj ˘ Luj qmodLu for all j P IpNq.
Proof. Equation (4.7) immediately implies (4.12) and (4.13). Due to the definition of dL we
have
(4.16) Luj “ dLpu˜p0qj , u˜pkqj q “ dLpxj , yτ´1
k
pjqq ď L{2.
This already yields u˜
pkq
j P tpxj ˘ Luj qmodLu for all j P IpNq. 
Corollary 4.3 implies that along any shortest path u from x to y of length k, each individual
particle moves, if at all, either clockwise or counter-clockwise. We therefore define
Iu˘ :“ tj ď N : Luj ‰ 0 and Dl P t0, . . . , ku with u˜plqj “ pu˜p0qj ˘ 1qmodLu and(4.17)
Iu0 :“ tj ď N : Luj “ 0u .(4.18)
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Note that IpNq “ Iu` Y Iu´ Y Iu0 for any shortest path u, where the union is disjoint. The
definition of Luj as well as (4.15) imply that
(4.19) tuplqj : 0 ď l ď ku “ tpxj ˘ ξqmodL : 0 ď ξ ď Luj u for all j P Iu˘ Y Iu0 .
Let κ
plq
j ” κplqj puq P t0, . . . , Luj u for any j P IpNq and any l P t0, . . . , ku such that
(4.20) u˜
plq
j “ pu˜p0qj ˘ κplqj qmodL for all j P Iu˘ Y Iu0 .
It follows from the previous observations that the quantity κ
plq
j is well-defined.
The next lemma further establishes that we can indeed consider u as a path of hard core
particles.
Lemma 4.4 (hard-core particle property). Let e0 :“ t0, L ´ 1u, c P VNL,1 with e0 Ę c and
x P VNL . Moreover, let u be a shortest path from c to x of length k :“ dNL pc, xq.
Then,
(i) If i, j P Iu´ with i ă j then κplqi ě κplqj for all l P t0, . . . , ku.
(ii) If i, j P Iu` with i ă j then κplqi ď κplqj for all l P t0, . . . , ku.
(iii) We have the following inequalities:
(4.21) sup Iu´ ď infpIu0 Y Iu`q and suppIu´ Y Iu0 q ď inf Iu`,
where we use the convention that infH “ 8 and supH “ ´8.
(iv) If 1 P Iu´ Y Iu0 and N P Iu` Y Iu0 then
(4.22) Lu
1
` LuN ď L´N.
Proof. Since c P VNL,1 with e0 Ę c we have cj “ c1` j ´ 1 for all j P IpNq. Let J :“ t0, . . . , ku.
(i) It suffices to show that if j, j ` 1 P Iu´, then κplqj ě κplqj`1 for all l P J . Let us define
f : J Ñ Z, l ÞÑ κplqj ´ κplqj`1. Suppose there exists a k0 P J such that fpk0q ă 0. Due
to the definition of the path we have fp0q “ 0 and |fplq ´ fpl ´ 1q| P t0, 1u for all
l P Jzt0u. Now, suppose there exists a k0 P J such that fpk0q ă 0. This would imply
that there exist a k1 P J , k1 ď k0, with fpk1q “ ´1. Hence
(4.23) u
pk1q
j “ pcj ´ κpk1qj qmodL “ pcj ´ fpk1q ´ κpk1qj`1qmodL “ upk1qj`1,
since cj ´ fpk1q “ cj`1, which is a contradiction.
(ii) Analogous to (i).
(iii) We only prove the first inequality in (4.21). The right-hand side follows analogously.
If Iu´ “ H, then the result is trivial. So, from now on, we assume that Iu´ ‰ H.
Suppose infpIu
0
Y Iu`q ă sup Iu´. This implies that there exists a j P Iu´ such that
j ´ 1 P Iu0 Y Iu`. Consider the function g : J Ñ Z, l ÞÑ κplqj ` κplqj´1. We again have
gp0q “ 0, gpkq ě Luj ě 1 and |gplq ´ gpl ´ 1q| P t0, 1u for all l P Jzt0u. Hence, there
exists k0 P J with gpk0q “ 1. This implies
(4.24) u˜
pk0q
j´1 “ pcj´1 ` κk0j´1qmodL “ pcj´1 ` gpk0q ´ κk0j qmodL “ u˜pk0qj ,
which is a contradiction.
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(iv) Let us consider the function h : J Ñ N0, l ÞÑ κplq1 ` κplqN . Suppose Lu1 ` LuN ą L´N .
Since hpkq “ Lu1`LuN and hplq´hpl´1q P t0, 1u for all l P Jzt0u, we conclude that there
exists a k0 P J with hpk0q “ L´N`1. Hence, by using cN “ c1`N´1 “ c1´hpk0q`L,
we obtain
(4.25) u
pk0q
1 “ pc1 ´ κpk0q1 qmodL “ pc1 ´ hpk0q ` κpk0qN qmodL “ upk0qN ,
which is a contradiction.

To calculate the distance of two configurations in the graph norm on the ring, we rely on
the results obtained for the line. The only difference between the graph of the ring GL and
the graph of the line is, that the edge e0 “ t0, L´ 1u is not an element of the edge set of the
line. We therefore are interested in paths, for which no particle crosses this particular edge.
Given a path u of length k and an edge e P EL, we say that u does not cross e, if upl´1q△uplq ‰
e for all l P t1, . . . , ku.
Lemma 4.5 (cutting lemma). Let N ă L{2. Let c P VNL,1 and x P VNL . Then, there exists a
shortest path u from c to x and an edge e P EL with minmPc dLpm, eq ě rL{2s´N such that u
does not cross e.
Proof. Due to the translational symmetry of the system we may assume w.l.o.g. that c “
t0, . . . , N ´ 1u. Let u be a shortest path of length k :“ dNL pc, xq connecting c and x. To
prove the lemma we have to show that there exists an e P EL such that for all l P t1, . . . , ku
we have upl´1q△uplq P ELzteu. However, it suffices to show that for all j P IpNq we have
e Ę  uplqj : 0 ď l ď k(. We distinguish between three cases.
‚ First case: Iu´ “ H, which means that no particle moves clockwise. Let e :“ tN ´ 1`
tL{2u, N ` tL{2uu. For all l P t0, . . . , ku and for all j P IpNq we have
(4.26) tuplqj : 0 ď l ď ku “ j ´ 1` t0, . . . , Luj u Ď t0, . . . , N ´ 1` tL{2uu,
where we used Corollary 4.3 for the second inclusion. Since e is not a subset of the
right-hand side of (4.26), this proves the claim for this case.
‚ Second case: Iu` “ H or all particle move either clockwise or not at all. Analogously
to the first case, we see that the edge e :“ trL{2s ´ 1, rL{2su satisfies the claim.
‚ Third case: both Iu´ and Iu` are non-empty. Let us first note that due to Lemma 4.4 (iii)
max Iu´ ď minpIu0 Y Iu`q and maxpIu0 Y Iu´q ď min Iu`. This implies that N P Iu` and
1 P Iu´. According to Lemma 4.4 (iv) we have Lu1 ` LuN ď L´N and hence
(4.27) u˜
pkq
1 “ L´ Lu1 ą N ` LuN ´ 1 “ u˜pkqN .
Let e P EL with e Ă tu˜pkqN , . . . , u˜pkq1 u. For any j P Iu`Y Iu0 and any l P t0, . . . , ku we have
(4.28) u˜
plq
j P j ´ 1` t0, . . . , κplqj u Ď t0, . . . , u˜pkqN u “: A`,
where we used Lemma 4.4 (ii) for the second inclusion. Analogously, for any j P Iu´YIu0
and any l P t0, . . . , ku we have
(4.29) u
plq
j P t0, . . . , Nu Y tL´ Lu1 , . . . , L´ 1u “: A´.
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Since e Ę A˘, this shows that u does not cross e.
Moreover, since u˜
pkq
N ď N ´ 1` tL{2u and u˜pkq1 ě rL{2s there exists at least one edge
e P EL with e Ď trL{2s, . . . , N ´1` tL{2uu Ď tu˜pkq1 , . . . , u˜pkqN u such that e has a distance
of at least rL{2s ´N to any m P c.

Thus, when trying to find a shortest path between an arbitrary configuration to a given
droplet, the previous lemma tells us that we can always cut the ring open alongside an edge
e and rather consider the graph of the thus obtained line. This is useful, since it enables
us to draw from the results in [ARFS20]. Let us summarize these results in the following
proposition:
Proposition 4.6. (i) Let V :“ Z and E :“  tj, j ` 1u : j P Z(. Moreover, for any
N P N, let the graph of N-particle configurations be given by GN :“ pVN , ENq where
VN :“ tx Ď V : |x| “ Nu and EN :“  tx, yu Ď VN : x△y P E(. Then, for any
x “ tx1 ă x2 ă . . . ă xNu, y “ ty1 ă y2 ă . . . ă yNu P VN , the graph distance dN is
explicitly given by:
(4.30) dNpx, yq “
Nÿ
j“1
|xj ´ yj|.
(ii) For any m P V, and N P N let us define the droplet centered around m by
(4.31) cNm :“ m`
!
´
YN ´ 1
2
]
, . . . ,
QN ´ 1
2
U)
,
and let VN
1
:“ tcNm : m P Vu denote the set of all droplets. We are interested in the
droplets closest to a given x Ď V, |x| ą 0. Let us define
(4.32) Wpxq :“ tm P V : dNpx, c|x|m q “ dNpx,V |x|1 qu.
According to [ARFS20, Lemma A.1], we have
(4.33) Wpxq “
" txκu if N is odd,
txκ, . . . , xκ`1 ´ 1u if N is even,
for all x P VN , where κ :“ tpN ` 1q{2u.
Let us now introduce a notation for a droplet in VNL centered around a site m P VL
(4.34) cNL,m :“ tjmodL : j P cNmu.
Analogously to Remark 4.6 (ii), for any x Ď VL, |x| ą 0, we define the set of centers of droplets
thet are closest closest to this configuration
(4.35) WLpxq :“
 
m P VL : d|x|L px, c|x|L,mq “ d|x|L px,V |x|L,1q
(
.
Lemma 4.7. Let N ă L{2 and x P VNL . Then,
(4.36) WLpxq X x ‰ H.
Furthermore, let m PWLpxqXx. If there exists a shortest path u from cNL,m to x that does not
cross e0 :“ t0, L´ 1u and e0 Ę cNL,m, then m “ xκ, where κ :“ tpN ` 1q{2u.
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Proof. Let ν P WLpxq and define c :“ cNL,ν . According to Lemma 4.5, there exists a shortest
path u from c to x and an edge e P EL with minjPc dLpj, eq ą rL{2s ´ L{2 ě 0 such that u
does not cross e. This implies e Ę c. Let us assume w.l.o.g. that e “ e0. In any other case we
can choose a suitable translation by γ P Z such that T γLe “ e0 and consider T γLx, T γLc and the
path uγ :“ pT γLup0q, . . . , T γLupkqq instead.
Since u does not cross e0, it can also be viewed as a path on the infinite line G
N . Therefore,
according to Proposition 4.6 we have dNL px, cq “ dNpx, cq. Let us consider the droplet c1 :“
cNxκ “ cNL,xκ. Then, Proposition 4.6 (i) states that txκu “Wpxq X x. Hence,
(4.37) dNL px,VNL,1q “ dNpx, cq ě dNpx, c1q “
Nÿ
j“1
|c1j ´ xj | ě
Nÿ
j“1
dLpc1j, xjq ě dNL pc1, xq,
where we applied Lemma 4.2 to achieve the final estimate. Since c1 P VNL,1 we have equality in
(4.37) and therefore xκ P WLpxq X x. Moreover, if ν P x it follows immediately that ν “ xκ,
since dNpx, cq “ dNpx, c1q and the set Wpxq X x contains only one element. 
By making further assumptions on the configuration x, we are able to determine WLpxqXx
precisely. For now, let us only consider configurations that are contained in a sufficiently small
sector of the ring.
Here, a sector of size θ P p0, 1{2q around a site m P VNL is given by
(4.38) SL,mpθq :“ tk P VL : dLpk,mq ă θLu.
Lemma 4.8. Let M :“ tpL ´ 1q{2u, β P p0, 1{4q, N ă βL and x P VN`SL,Mp1{4 ´ β{2q˘.
Then,
(4.39) txκu “WLpxq X x,
where κ :“ tpN ` 1q{2u.
Furthermore, no shortest path u from cNL,xκ to x crosses e0 :“ t0, L´1u. Moreover, we have
t1, . . . , κu Ď Iu
0
Y Iu´ and tκ, . . . , Nu Ď Iu0 Y Iu`.
Proof. Let ν P SL,Mp1{4 ´ β{2q. We claim that no shortest path u from cNL,ν to x crosses the
edge e0. Let c :“ cNL,ν and k :“ dNL px, cNL,νq. As in the proof of Lemma 4.5, it is sufficient to
show that for any j P IpNq we have e0 Ę tu˜plqj : 0 ď l ď ku.
Suppose there exists a j P IpNq such that e0 Ď Zj :“ tu˜plqj : 0 ď l ď ku, which readily
implies j R Iu0 . But according to (4.19), we know that for any j P Iu˘, we have
(4.40) |Zj | “ |tcj , . . . , pcj ˘ Luj qmodLu| “ Luj ` 1 ď tL{2u ` 1,
where we used Corollary 4.3 to estimate Luj . W.l.o.g., let us assume j P Iu´. Since we assumed
e0 Ď Zj , we deduce from (4.19) that
(4.41) tcj , pcj ´ Luj qmodLu Y pSL,Mp1{4qqc Ď Zj .
Notice that both cj P SL,Mp1{4q and cj ´ Luj P x Ď SL,Mp1{4q. Hence,
(4.42) |Zj | ě 2` |pSL,Mp1{4qqc| ě 2` tL{2u,
which is a contradiction.
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Since no shortest path u from cNL,ν to x crosses e0, observe that u can also be viewed as a
path on the graph induced by N particles on the infinite line GN . Hence,
(4.43) dNL px, cNL,xjq “ dNpx, cNL,xjq
and WLpxq X x “Wpxq X x “ txκu according to Proposition 4.6 (ii).
Let us now consider a shortest path v from c1 :“ cNL,xκ to x. Lemma 4.4 implies that
v˜
pkq
j “ xj and Lvj “ dLpxj , c1jq for all j P IpNq. Hence Lvκ “ 0 and therefore κ P Iz0 . The rest
of the statement follows from Lemma 4.4 (iii). 
Lemma 4.9. Let N ă L{2 and µ ě ln 2. Then,
(4.44)
ÿ
xPVN
L
e´µd
N
L
px,VN
L,1
q ď Lp1` 29e´µq.
Proof. For any m P VL let
(4.45) BNL,m :“ tx P VNL : m PWLpxq X xu.
By Lemma 4.7 we have
(4.46)
ď
mPVL
BNL,m “ VNL .
Let x P BNL,m. According to Lemma 4.5 there exists an edge e with maxjPc dLpj, eq ą 0
and a shortest path u from c :“ cNL,m to x that does not cross e. Pick γ P Z such that
T
γ
Le “ e0 :“ t0, L ´ 1u. Let x1 :“ T γLx, c1 :“ T γLc and v :“ tT γLup0q, . . . , T γLupkqu, where
k :“ dNL px, cq. Let us define χ´ ” χ´pxq P Nκ´10 , χ` ” χ`pxq P NN´κ0 by
χ´,j :“ dLpx1κ´j , c1κ´jq for j ď κ´ 1,(4.47)
χ`,j :“ dLpx1κ`j , c1κ`jq for j ď N ´ κ.(4.48)
We want to show that χ` P XN´κ and χ´ P X κ´1. Since v does not cross e0 we have vpkqj “ x1j
for all j P IpNq. By Lemma 4.7 we have x1κ “ c1κ. Hence κ P Iv0 , since Lvκ “ dLpx1κ, c1κq “ 0. As
a consequence of Lemma 4.4 (iii) we conclude t1, . . . , κu Ď Iv0 Y Iv´ and tκ, . . . , Nu Ď Iv0 Y Iv`
By Lemma 4.4 (i), we get
(4.49) χ´,j “ Lvκ´j ď Lvκ´j´1 “ χ´,j`1 for all 1 ď j ă κ´ 1,
and therefore χ´ P X κ´1. Analogously χ` P XN´κ. Furthermore
(4.50) dNL px, cq “ dNL px1, c1q “
Nÿ
j“1
Lvj “ |χ´|1 ` |χ`|1.
Note that each pair pχ´, χ`q P X κ´1 ˆ XN´κ corresponds to one x P BNL,m only, since
(4.51) x “ tpm` j `χ`,jqmodL : j ď N ´ κuY tmu Y tpm´ j ´χ´,jqmodL : j ď κ´ 1u.
(4.52)
ÿ
xPBN
L,m
e´µd
N
L px,cq ď
ÿ
χ´PXκ´1
ÿ
χ`PXN´κ
e´µp|χ´|1`|χ`|1q ď p1` 30e´µq2 ď 1` 29e´µ
where we applied Lemma A.3 and µ ě ln 2. Together with (4.46), this concludes the proof. 
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4.2. Moving particles to the boundary. Let us first introduce some notation. In the
following, let ǫ P p0, 1{16q and θ P pǫ, 1{16q be fixed. Let L P N and N ” Npǫ, Lq :“ tǫLu. Let
(4.53) ΛL ” ΛLpθq :“ SL,Mpθq “ tλ´, . . . , λ`u Ď VL,
where M :“ tpL´ 1q{2u, λ´ :“ minΛL and λ` :“ maxΛL.
We are ultimately interested in taking the partial trace over the Fock-space associated with
ΛcL. This entails summing up all contributions of configurations in PpΛcLq, as we have seen
in Lemma 3.10. Thus, let us introduce some additional notation to classify configurations in
PpΓcq, for any connected subset Γ “ tγ´, . . . , γ`u Ď SL,Mp1{4q with γ´ ă γ`.
For x Ď VL let xin ” xinpΓq :“ x X Γ and xout ” xoutpΓq :“ xzΓ. If |xin|, |xout| ą 0,
let ℓ, r P N0 be arbitrary such that ℓ ` r “ |xout|. The idea is to further split xout into a
configuration of ℓ particles which are thought of as being close to γ´ and a configuration of
r particles close to γ`. Note that for every such ℓ and r, there exists a unique permutation
σℓ,r ” σℓ,rpx,Γq P ScycN with the property that
(4.54) xin “ txσℓ,rpjq : ℓ ă j ď N ´ ru.
We then define
(4.55)
x
ℓ,out
´ ” xℓ,out´ px,Γq :“ txσℓ,rpjq : j ď ℓu and xr,out` ” xr,out` px,Γq :“ txσℓ,rpjq : j ą N ´ ru.
We have xout “ xℓ,out´ Y xr,out` .
For any j P IpNq let
(4.56) a˘,jpΓq :“ γ˘ ˘ j.
Then there exist unique χℓ´ ” χℓ´px,Γq P X ℓ and χr` ” χr`px,Γq P X r with χℓ´,ℓ, χr`,r ă L such
that
xσℓ,rpζq “ pa´,ℓ´ζ`1 ´ χℓ´,ℓ´ζ`1qmodL for all 1 ď ζ ď ℓ,(4.57)
xσℓ,rpN`1´ξq “ pa`,r´ξ`1 ` χr`,r´ξ`1qmodL for all 1 ď ξ ď r.(4.58)
Finally let us denote the special configuration in Vℓ`rL pΓcq that consists of two clusters of
size ℓ and r at the boundaries of Γc by
bℓ,r ” bℓ,rpΓq :“ ta´,j : j ď ℓu Y ta`,j : j ď ru.(4.59)
Lemma 4.10. Let Γ “ tγ´, . . . , γ`u Ď SL,Mpθ ` 2ǫq. Moreover, let n P N with n ă N
and x P VNL with |xinpΓq| “ n. Let r, ℓ P N0 such that ℓ ` r “ N ´ n and c P VNL,1 with
tcj : ℓ ă j ď N ´ ru Ď Γ. Assume that u is a shortest path from c to x of length k :“ dNL pc, xq
such that
(4.60) u˜
pkq
j “ xσℓ,rpjq for all j P IpNq
and in addition that
t1, . . . , ℓu Ď Iu
0
Y Iu´ and cζ ě a´,ℓ´ζ`1 for ζ ď ℓ(4.61)
tN ´ r ` 1, . . . , Nu Ď Iu
0
Y Iu` and cN`1´ξ ď a`,r´ξ`1 for ξ ď r.(4.62)
Then there exists a shortest path v from c to x with
(4.63) vpk0q “ xin Y bℓ,rpΓq Ď SL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q
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for some k0 P t0, . . . , ku. Furthermore,
(4.64) k ´ k0 “
ℓÿ
ζ“1
χℓ´,ζpx,Γq `
rÿ
ξ“1
χr`,ξpx,Γq.
Proof. For all j P IpNq let
(4.65) Zj :“ tu˜plqj : 0 ď l ď ku.
We claim that for all j P tℓ ` 1, . . . , N ´ ru X pIu
0
Y Iu˘q one has
(4.66) Zj “ tcj , . . . , pcj ˘ Luj qmodLu Ď Γ.
Suppose this is not true. This would imply thet there exists a j P IpNq with ΓcYtu˜p0qj , u˜pkqj u Ď
Zj . By Assumption (4.60) we have u˜
pkq
j “ xσℓ,rpjq P Γ and u˜p0qj “ cj P Γ for all ℓ ă j ď N ´ r.
Hence,
(4.67) |Zj | “ |Γc| ` 2 ą L{2 ` 1 ě Luj ` 1 “ |Zj |,
where we used |Γc| ě |pSL,Mp1{4qqc| ą L{2´ 1. This is a contradiction.
We claim that for for all ζ ď ℓ and for all ξ ď r, it holds that
a´,ℓ´ζ`1 ” a´,ℓ´ζ`1pΓq P Zζ “ tcζ , . . . , pcζ ´ Luζ qmodLu,(4.68)
a´,r´ξ`1 ” a´,r´ξ`1pΓq P ZN`1´ξ “ tcN`1´ξ, . . . , pcN`1´ξ ` LuN`1´ξqmodLu.(4.69)
We present a proof for (4.68), since (4.69) follows analogously. For ζ “ ℓ we have u˜pkqℓ P
xoutpΓq Ď Γc according to Assumption (4.60). Together with Assumption (4.61) this implies
γ´ ´ 1 “ a´,1 P Zℓ. The claim now follows from an inductive argument as well as from
Lemma 4.4 (i).
Let us define
(4.70)
K´,ℓ :“
"
dLpcℓ, a´,1q for ℓ ą 0,
0 for ℓ “ 0, and K`,r :“
"
dLpcN`1´r, a`,1q for r ą 0,
0 for r “ 0.
Then, (4.68) and (4.69) imply that for all ζ ď ℓ and for all ξ ď r
(4.71) K´,ℓ “ dLpcζ , a´,ℓ´ζ`1q ď Luζ and K`,r “ dLpcN`1´ξ, a´,r´ξ`1q ď LuN`1´ξ.
Let us now give an iterative construction of a path v “ pvp0q, . . . , vpkqq starting from c. To
this end, set v˜p0q :“ pc1, . . . , cNq. For ζ P t1, . . . , ℓu and l P pζ ´ 1qK´,ℓ ` t1, . . . , K´,ℓu, let
(4.72) v˜plq :“ pv˜pl´1q1 , . . . , v˜pl´1qζ ´ 1, . . . , v˜pl´1qN q.
Let k1 :“ ℓK´,ℓ. For ξ P t1, . . . , ru and l P k1 ` pξ ´ 1qK`,r ` t1, . . . , K`,ru let
(4.73) v˜plq :“ pv˜pl´1q1 , . . . , v˜pl´1qN`1´ξ ` 1, . . . , v˜pl´1qN q.
The path v has the property that it moves all particles of the configuration tcj : j ď ℓ or j ě
N ´ r ` 1u into the configuration bℓ,rpΓq outside the boundary of Γ.
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In the next step, we move the particles that are still remaining inside of Γ into the configura-
tion xin “ xinpΓq. Let k2 :“ k1`rK`,r. Let ℓ1 :“ |tj P Iu´ : j ą ℓu|, r1 :“ |tj P Iu` : j ď N´ru|.
For ζ P t1, . . . , ℓ1u and l P k2 `
řζ´1
j“1 L
u
ℓ`j ` t1, . . . , Luζ u we set
(4.74) v˜plq :“ pv˜pl´1q1 , . . . , v˜pl´1qℓ`ζ ´ 1, . . . , v˜pl´1qN q.
Let k3 :“ k2 `
řℓ1
j“1L
u
ℓ`j . For ξ P t1, . . . , r1u and l P k3 `
řξ´1
j“1 L
y
N´r´j ` t1, . . . , LN´r´ξu we
set
(4.75) v˜plq :“ pv˜pl´1q
1
, . . . , v˜
pl´1q
N´r´ξ ` 1, . . . , v˜pl´1qN q.
The fact that this construction is well-defined follows from the statement in (4.66), since
no particle with index j P tℓ ` 1, . . . , N ´ ru leaves Γ and therefore does not intersect the
configuration bℓ,r. In the last step, we move the configuration bℓ,r into x
outpΓq. Let k0 :“
k3 `
řr1
j“1L
u
ℓ`j . By construction we have v
pk0q “ bℓ,r Y xinpΓq. Notice that by definition of
χℓ´ ” χℓ´px,Γq and χr` ” χr`px,Γq, we obtain for all ζ ď ℓ and ξ ď r that
χℓ´,ℓ´ζ`1 “ dLpu˜pkqζ , a´,ℓ´ζ`1q “ Luζ ´K´,ℓ,(4.76)
χr`,r´ξ`1 “ dLpu˜pkqN`1´ξ, a`,r´ξ`1q “ LuN`1´ξ ´K`,r.(4.77)
For all ζ P t1, . . . , ℓu and l P k0 `
řζ´1
j“1 χ
ℓ
´,ℓ´j`1 ` t1, . . . , χℓ´,ℓ´ζ`1u we set
(4.78) v˜plq :“ pv˜pl´1q
1
, . . . , pv˜pl´1qζ ´ 1qmodL, . . . , v˜pl´1qN q.
Let k4 :“ k0 `
řℓ
ζ“1 χ
ℓ
´,ζ. For ξ P t1, . . . , ru and l P k4 `
řξ´1
j“1 χ
r
`,r´j`1 ` t1, . . . , χr`,r´ξ`1u we
set
(4.79) v˜plq :“ pv˜pl´1q
1
, . . . , pv˜pl´1qN`1´ξ ` 1qmodL, . . . , v˜pl´1qN q.
By construction, v is a shortest path from c to x, since it has a length of k “ řNj“1 Luj and
v˜pkq “ x. Moreover, by construction as well as (4.76) and (4.77), we get
(4.80) k ´ k0 “
ℓÿ
ζ“1
χℓ´,ζ `
rÿ
ξ“1
χr`,ξ
Finally, we note that vpk0q Ď SL,Mp1{4´ǫ{2q. This follows from the fact that for all m P bℓ,r,
one has dLpm,Mq ă pθ` 2ǫqL`pℓ` rq ď p1{4´ ǫ{2qL, where we used ℓ` r ď N{2 ă ǫ{2 and
ǫ ă θ ă 1{16. 
Lemma 4.11. Let Λ1L :“ SL,Mpθ ` 2ǫq. Fix n P N such that N{2 ă n ă N and x P VNL with
xinpΛ1Lq P VnpΛ1Lq. Let c P VNL,1, with c Ď Λ1L and set k :“ dNL px, cq. Then there exists r, ℓ P N0
with r` ℓ “ N ´n and a shortest path v from c to x such that v˜pkqj “ xσℓ,rpjq for all j P IpNq.
Moreover, there exists a k0 P t0, . . . , ku such that
(4.81) vpk0q “ xinpΛ1Lq Y bℓ,rpΛ1Lq Ď SL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q.
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Proof. Let λ1´ :“ minΛ1L and λ1` :“ maxΛ1L. Then Λ1L “ tλ1´, . . . , λ1`u.
Let u be a shortest path from c to x. According to Lemma 4.5 there exists an edge e P EL
with maxjPIpNq dLpcj , eq ě p1{2 ´ ǫqL, which is not crossed by the path u. Notice that this
implies e Ď pΛ1Lqc. We define the index sets
(4.82) Ju,in˘ :“ tj P Iu˘ : u˜pkqj P xinpΛ1Lqu and Ju,out˘ :“ tj P Iu˘ : u˜pkqj P xoutpΛ1Lqu.
We claim that
(4.83) max Ju,in` ď min Ju,out` and max Ju,out´ ď min Ju,in´ .
These statements are a consequence of Lemma 4.4. Here, we only prove the first inequality, the
other one follows analogously. Suppose that max Ju,inx ą min Ju,out` . This implies that there
exists a j P Ju,out` such that j` 1 P Ju,in` . According to Lemma 4.4 (i) we have Luj ď Luj`1 and
therefore also
(4.84) λ1` ě u˜pkqj`1 “ cj`1 ` Luj`1 ą cj ` Luj “ u˜pkqj ě λ1´,
which is a contradiction to j P Ju,out` .
Let ℓ :“ |Ju,out´ | and r :“ |Ju,out` |. Together with (4.83) this implies tj : j ď ℓu “ Ju,out´ Ď Iu´
and tj : j ą N ´ ru “ Ju,out` Ď Iu`. Furthermore, Lemma 4.4 yields u˜pkqj “ xσℓ,rpjq for
all j P IpNq. Moreover, for all ζ P t1, . . . , ℓu holds cζ ě λ´ ą a´,ℓ´ζ`1pΛ1Lq and for all
ξ P t1, . . . , ru holds cN`1´ξ ď λ` ă a`,r´ξ`1pΛ1Lq, since c Ď Λ1L.
Lemma 4.10 now yields the proposition. 
Let us now define the set of negligible configurations that are in a large enough distance to
the set of cluster configurations. This set is given by
(4.85) CNL :“ tx P VNL : dNL px,VNL,1q ě L3{2u.
Lemma 4.12. There exists a L0 ” L0pǫq ą 0 such that for all L ě L0, n P N with N{2 ă
n ă N and x P VNL zCNL with xX ΛL P VnpΛLq one has
(4.86) WLpxq Ď SL,Mpθ ` ǫq .
Moreover, for all m PWLpxq:
(4.87) cNL,m Ď SL,Mpθ ` 2ǫq.
Proof. Let us first show (4.86). Let ν P pSL,Mpθ ` ǫqqc. Then for all ξ P cNL,ν one has
(4.88) dLpξ,ΛLq ě dLpν,ΛLq ´ rpN ` 1q{2s ě ǫL´ 2ǫL{3
for all L ě L1 with L1 ” L1pǫq :“ 9{ǫ. Since n particles of x are located inside of ΛL we have
(4.89) dNL px, cNL,νq ě nǫL{3 ě ǫ2L2{6,
where we applied Lemma 4.2. Let L0 ” L0pǫq ą L1, such that ǫ2L1{20 {6 ą 1. For any L ě L0
this implies dNL px, cNL,νq ě L3{2. Since x R CNL by assumption, we conclude that ν RWLpxq.
For all L ě L0 and m PWLpxq Ď SL,Mpθ ` ǫq, observe that for all ξ P cNL,m, we have
(4.90) dLpξ,Mq ď dLpξ,mq ` dLpm,Mq ă rpN ` 1q{2s ` pθ ` ǫqL ď pθ ` 2ǫqL ,
from which we conclude cNL,m Ď SL,Mpθ ` 2ǫq. This shows the lemma. 
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Lemma 4.13. Let L ě L0, with L0 as in Lemma 4.12. Let n P N with N{2 ă n ă N ,
y P VnpΛLq, x P VNL zCNL with xinpΛLq “ y. Then there exist ℓ, r P N0 with r ` ℓ “ N ´ n such
that yκ´ℓ PWLpxq for κ :“ tpN ` 1q{2u and
(4.91) cNL,yκ´ℓ Ď SL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q.
Furthermore, there exists a shortest path v from cNL,yκ´ℓ to x and a k0 P t1, . . . , ku with k :“
dNL px,VNL,1q such that
(4.92) vpk0q “ y Y bℓ,rpΛLq Ď SL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q,
and
(4.93) k ´ k0 “
ℓÿ
ζ“1
χℓ´,ζpx,ΛLq `
rÿ
ξ“1
χr`,ξpx,ΛLq.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7 there exists m PWLpxq X x. From Lemma 4.12, we know
(4.94) c :“ cNL,m Ď Λ1L :“ SL,Mpθ ` 2ǫq Ď SL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q.
According to Lemma 4.11 there exists a shortest path u from c to x and ℓ1, r1 P N0 with
ℓ1 ` r1 “ N ´ |xinpΛ1Lq| and k1 P t0, . . . , ku such that
(4.95) z :“ upk1q “ bℓ1,r1pΛ1Lq Y xinpΛ1Lq Ď SL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q,
and u˜
pkq
j “ xσℓ1,r1pjq for all j P IpNq.
Let us define
ℓ :“ ℓ1 ` |tν P xinpΛ1Lq : ν ă λ´u| “ |tj : zj ă λ´u| and(4.96)
r :“ r1 ` |tν P xinpΛ1Lq : ν ą λ`u| “ |tj : zj ą λ`u|.(4.97)
These quantities satisfy ℓ ` r “ N ´ |tj : zj P ΛLu| “ N ´ n. Note that by this definition
σℓ1,r1px,Λ1Lq “ σℓ,rpx,ΛLq. Hence, u˜pkqj “ xσℓ,rpjq for all j P IpNq and yj “ zj`ℓ for all
j P t1, . . . , nu.
Next, we show that m “ zκ. First, we claim that
(4.98) m PWLpzq.
Take any ν PWLpzq and any shortest path v from c1 :“ cNL,ν to z. Lemma 4.1 indicated that
(4.99) k2 :“ dNL pz, c1q “ dNL pz,VNL,1q ď dNL pz, cq “ k1.
The path tvp0q, . . . , vpk2q, upk1`1q, . . . , upkqu is therefore a path from c1 to x of length k`pk2´k1q
and therefore – using (4.99) – we get
(4.100) k “ dNL px,VNL,1q ď k ` pk2 ´ k1q ď k.
Hence k1 “ k2. Equality in (4.99) implies m P WLpzq. According to Lemma 4.12 we have
WLpzq Ď SL,Mpθ ` ǫq Ď Λ1L. Hence
(4.101) m P xXWLpzq “ xXWLpzq X Λ1L “ z XWLpzq “ tzκu,
where we used z Ď SNL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q together with Lemma 4.8. Therefore m “ zκ “ yκ´ℓ.
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Lemma 4.1 states that w :“ pup0q, . . . , upk1qq is a shortest path from c to z. According to
Lemma 4.8 we have κ P Iw
0
, since m “ zκ. This also implies κ P Iu0 , since by construction of the
path u, for all l P tk1, . . . , ku one has u˜plqκ “ u˜pk1qκ . In this case, it follows from Lemma 4.4 (iii)
that tj : j ď ℓu Ď t0, . . . , κu Ď Iu
0
Y Iu´ and for all ζ ď ℓ, we have
(4.102) a´,ℓ´ζ`1 ď zℓ`1 ´ pℓ´ ζ ` 1q ď cℓ`1 ´ pℓ´ ζ ` 1q “ cζ .
Analogously, we have tj : j ą N ´ ru Ď tκ, . . . , Nu Ď Iu
0
Y Iu` and for all ξ ď r one therefore
gets
(4.103) a`,r´ξ`1 ě cN`1´ξ.
According to Lemma 4.10 there therefore exists a path v with all the properties stated in the
proposition. 
4.3. Estimates based on geometric series. In this section, we compute and estimate
various geometric sum, which will be necessary for estimating the partial trace later.
Lemma 4.14. There exists L0 ” L0pǫq ą 0 such that for all L ě L0, n P N with N{2 ă n ă N ,
y P VnpΛLq and µ ě ln 2 one has
(4.104)
ÿ
zPVN´npΛc
L
q,
zYyRVN
L,1
e´µd
N
L pyYz,V
N
L,1q ď 333e´µe´µhnLpyq,
with hnL : V
npΛLq Ñ p0,8q,
(4.105) hnLpyq :“
"
min
 
dn`1L py Y ta˘,1pΛLqu,Vn`1L,1 q, L5{4
(´ 1 for y R tyn`, yn´u,
0 for y P tyn`, yn´u,
where yn˘ :“ λ˘ ¯ t0, . . . , n´ 1u.
Proof. Let
A1pyq :“  z P VN´npΛcLq : y Y z R CNL u Ď VN´npΛcLq,(4.106)
Apyq :“  z P A1pyq : y Y z R VNL,1u Ď Ap1qpyq.(4.107)
There exists L1 such that L
1{2 ´ lnL{ ln 2 ě L1{4 for all L ě L1. Hence for all L ě L1 we get
(4.108)
ÿ
zPpApyqqc
e´µd
N
L pyYz,V
N
L,1q ď |pApyqqc|e´µL3{2 ď e´µL5{4 ď e´µe´µhnLpyq,
where we used |pApyqqc| ď |ΛcL|N´n ď LL as well as µ ě ln 2. We partition Ap1qpyq into smaller
subsets. For any ℓ, r P N0 with ℓ ` r “ N ´ n let cℓ :“ cNL,yκ´ℓ with κ :“ tpN ` 1q{2u. Let us
further define
A
p1q
ℓ,rpyq :“
 
z P Ap1qpyq : dNL py Y z,VNL,1q “ dNL pcℓ, y Y bℓ,rq ` dNL py Y bℓ,r, y Y zq,
dNL py Y bℓ,r, y Y zq “
ℓÿ
ζ“1
χℓ´,ζpx,ΛLq `
rÿ
ξ“1
χr`,ξpx,ΛLq
(
,(4.109)
where χℓ´px,ΛLq P X ℓ and χr`px,ΛLq P X r where defined in (4.57) and (4.58).
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Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.13 imply immediately, that there exists a L2 ” L2pǫq ą L1 such
that for all L ě L2, we get the equality
(4.110) Apyq “
ď
ℓ,rPN0,
ℓ`r“N´n
Aℓ,rpyq “ AN´n,0pyq YA0,N´npyq Y
ď
ℓ,rPN,
ℓ`r“N´n
A
1
ℓ,rpyq.
Let us first consider the case ℓ, r P N. Definition (4.109) implies, together with Lemma A.3
for µ ě ln 2, thatÿ
zPA1
ℓ,r
pyq
e´µd
N
L
pyYz,VN
L,1
q ď e´µdNL pcℓ,yYbℓ,rq
´ ÿ
χℓPX ℓ
e´µ|χ
ℓ|1
¯´ ÿ
χrPX r
e´µ|χ
r|1
¯
ď e´µdNL pcℓ,yYbℓ,rqp1` 30e´µq2.(4.111)
Now, we estimate the first factor on the right hand side of (4.111) uniformly in ℓ, r. Both cℓ
and y Y bℓ,r are subsets of SL,Mp1{4´ ǫ{2q. By Lemma 4.8 we have yκ´ℓ PWLpy Y bℓ,rq with
(4.112) dNL py Y bℓ,r, cℓq “ dNpy Y bℓ,r, cℓq ě
nÿ
j“1
|yj ´ cℓj`ℓ| ` |a´,1 ´ cℓℓ| ` |a`,1 ´ cℓN´r`1|,
where we applied (4.43) and Remark 4.6. For all ℓ P t1, . . . , N ´ n´ 1u we have
(4.113) |a´,1 ´ cℓℓ| ` |a`,1 ´ cℓN´r`1| ě |a`,1 ´ a´,1| ´ |cℓN´r`1 ´ cℓℓ| ě 2θL´ pn ` 1q ě ǫL,
where we used that a`,1´ a´,1 ě dLpa`,1,Mq´ dLpa´,1,Mq ě 2θL, as well as n` 1 ď N ă ǫL
and θ ą ǫ. Hence for all y P VnpΛLq we have either |a´,1 ´ cℓℓ| ě ǫL{4 ` 1 or |a`,1 ´ cℓr`ℓ`1| ě
ǫL{4 ` 1 for all L ě L0 “ L0pǫq “ maxtL2, 4{ǫu. This implies, together with (4.112) that
(4.114) dNL py Y bℓ,r, cℓq ´ 1 ě hnLpyq ` ǫL{4.
Hence, by combining (4.111) and (4.114) we find
(4.115)ÿ
ℓ,rPN,
ℓ`r“N´n
ÿ
zPA1
ℓ,r
pyq
e´µd
N
L
pyYz,VN
L,1
q ď pN ´ nqe´µǫL{4p1` 30e´µq2e´µe´µhnLpyq ď 272e´µe´µhnLpyq,
where we used that pN ´ nqe´µǫL{4 ď pǫL{2q2´ǫL{4 ď 2
e ln 2
for all µ ě ln 2.
Let us now consider the case ℓ “ 0 or r “ 0. There are only two configurations y P VnpΛLq
such that there exists a z P VN´npΛcLq with yYz P VNL,1, namely yn` and yn´. The configurations
zn´ :“ bN´n,0 and zn` :“ b0,N´n satisfy yn˘ Y zn˘ P VnL,1. There are no other configurations in
VN´npΛcLq with this property. We further restrict ourselves to the case ℓ “ N ´ n and r “ 0.
The other case can be treated analogously. Now, our approach depends on whether y “ yn´
or not. We have
(4.116) AN´n,0pyq Ď
"
A1N´n,0pyq for y ‰ yn´,
A1N´n,0pyqztzn´u for y “ yn´.
Analogous to (4.111) we obtain
(4.117)
ÿ
zPAN´n,0pyq
e´µd
N
L pyYz,V
N
L,1q ď e´µdNL pyYbN´n,0,cN´nq
" ř
χPXN´n e
´µ|χ|1 for y ‰ yn´,ř
χPXN´nzt0u e
´µ|χ|1 for y “ yn´,
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and for all y P VnLpΛLq
(4.118) dNL py Y bN´n,0, cN´nq ě dn`1L py Y ta´,1u,Vn`1L,1 q ě
"
hnLpyq ` 1 for y ‰ yn´,
hnLpyq for y “ yn´.
Lemma A.3 then implies
(4.119)
ÿ
zPAN´n,0pyq
e´µd
N
L
pyYz,VN
L,1
q ď
" p1` 30e´µqe´µe´µhnLpyq for y ‰ yn´,
30e´µe´µh
n
L
pyq for y “ yn´.
Hence, by (4.110), (4.115) and (4.119), as well as the definition of hL
(4.120)
ÿ
zPApyq
e´µd
N
L
pyYz,VN
L,1
q ď 332e´µe´µhnLpyq
where we used µ ě ln 2. Together with (4.108), this concludes the proposition. 
Lemma 4.15. There exists L0 ” L0pǫq ą 0 such that for all L ě L0, n P N with N{2 ă n ă N
and µ ě ln 2 holds
(4.121)
ÿ
yPVnpΛLqzty
n
˘u
e´µh
n
Lpyq ď 211e´µ.
Proof. For any y P VnpΛLq holds y1 :“ y Y ta`,1u Ď SL,Mp1{4 ´ ǫ{2q. Hence, according to
Lemma 4.8, we have yκ PWLpy1q with κ :“ tpn ` 2q{2u. For any j P t0, . . . , |ΛL| ´ nu let
(4.122) Bnj :“ ty P VnpΛLq : yκ “ λ` ´ pn´ κ` jqu.
Hence
(4.123) VnpΛLq “
|ΛL|´nď
j“0
Bnj .
Let us now consider a y P Bnj for a j P t0, . . . , |ΛL| ´ nu. Let c :“ cn`1L,yκ. We define χ1´ ”
χ1´pyq P X κ´1 and χ1` ” χ1`pyq P X n´κ such that
χ1´,jpyq :“ |pyκ ´ jq ´ cκ´j| for 1 ď j ď κ´ 1,(4.124)
χ1`,jpyq :“ |pyκ ` jq ´ cκ`j| for 1 ď j ď n´ κ.(4.125)
Then,
(4.126) dn`1L py Y ta`,1u,Vn`1L,1 q “
κ´1ÿ
j“1
χ1´,j `
n´κÿ
j“1
χ1`,j ` j.
Hence, according to Lemma A.3, we obtain for all j P t0, . . . , |ΛL| ´ nu and all µ ě ln 2,
(4.127)
ÿ
yPBnj
e´µd
n`1
L
pyYta`,1u,V
n`1
L,1
q ď e´µjp1` 30e´µq2.
Therefore, by (4.123) we have
(4.128)
ÿ
yPVnpΛLqzty
n
`u
e´µd
n`1
L
pyYta`,1u,V
n`1
L,1
q ď
´
1` e
´µ
1´ e´µ
¯
p1` 30e´µq2 ´ 1 ď 1022e´µ
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where we used, that µ ě ln 2. By an analogous method we obtain the same bound for the
sum over exppdn`1L py Y ta´,1u,Vn`1L,1 qq.
Let L0 ą 0 such that L1{40 ´ lnL0 ą 2. By using n ď N ă µL, we get for all L ě L0 that
(4.129)
ÿ
yPVnpΛLqzty
n
˘u
e´µpL
1`α{2´1q ď Lne´µpL1`α{2´1q ď e´µpLpLα{2´lnLq´1q ď e´µ
By the definition of hnL in (4.105) we obtain
(4.130)
ÿ
yPVnpΛLqzty
n
˘u
e´µh
n
L
pyq ď
ÿ
ηPt˘u
ÿ
yPVnpΛLqztynη u
eµe´µd
n`1
L
pyYtaη,1u,V
n`1
L,1
q ` e´µ ď 211e´µ,
where we used (4.128). 
5. Perturbation of the Ising limit
For the whole section let ǫ P p0, 1{16q and θ P pǫ, 1{16q. For L P N, let N ” NpLq :“ tǫLu.
As before, for the reader’s convenience, we will omit the indices N and L in the following
proofs. Let ΛL :“ SL,Mpθq, where M :“ tpL ´ 1q{2u and the sector SL,Mpθq was defined in
(4.38).
5.1. The mass of the droplet configurations. Firstly, given any low-energy eigenstate let
us examine the contribution of the droplet configurations.
Lemma 5.1. Let ∆ ą 3 such that µ1p∆q ě ln 2, where µ1 was defined in Corollary 3.8.
Moreover, let γ P VL. Then
(5.1)
1
L
´
1´ 217e´2µ1
¯
ď | xδLx , ϕNL,γy |2 ď
1
L
for all x P VNL,1, where |ϕNL,γp∆qy was defined in Remark 3.9.
Proof. Analogously to (3.69), the definition of |ϕγy implies that
(5.2) | xδx, ϕγy | “ | xδx0, ϕγy |
for all droplets x P rx0s, where x0 P pV X V1 is the unique representative in pV of a droplet.
Hence, by the results of Corollary 3.8, we have
(5.3) 1 “ L| xδx0, ϕγy |2 `
ÿ
xPVzV1
| xδx, ϕγy |2 ď L| xδx0, ϕγy |2 `
ÿ
xPVzV1
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Lδ2
e´2µ1dpx,V1q.
The first equality already yields the upper bound in (5.1). For the lower bound, we still need
to estimate the second term of the right hand side in (5.3).
Lemma 4.9 allows us to estimate the last term on the right hand side of (5.3) in the following
way
(5.4) 1 ď L| xδx0 , ϕγy |2 `
215
δ2
e´2µ1 .
This concludes the proof. 
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Lemma 5.2. Let ∆ ą 3 such that µ1 ě ln 2. Moreover, let γ P VL. Then for all x, x1 P VNL
(5.5) | xδLx , pρpϕNL,γq ´ ρNL,γqδLx1y | ď
217
L
"
e´2µ1 if x, x1 P rxˆ0s,
e´µ1pd
N
L px,V
N
L,1q`d
N
L px
1,VNL,1qq else.
Proof. Let again x0 P pV X V1. We only need to discuss the case x, x1 P rx0s. All other
cases follow immediately from Corollary 3.8. Let x “ T ζ xˆ0 and x1 “ T ξx0 for some ξ, ζ P
t0, . . . , L´ 1u. Remark 3.9 implies that
(5.6) xδx, ρpϕγqδx1y “ e 2πiL pζ´ξqγ xδx0, ρpϕγqδx0y “ e
2πi
L
pζ´ξqγ| xδx0, ϕγy |2,
while Definition (3.72) implies
(5.7) xδx, ργδx1y “ e 2πiL pζ´ξqγ xδx0, ργδx0y “
1
L
e
2πi
L
pζ´ξqγ .
By applying Lemma 5.1 we obtain
(5.8) | xδLx , pρpϕγq ´ ργqδx1y | ď
217
L
e´2µ1 .

Lemma 5.3. Let ∆ ą 3 such that µ1 ě ln 2 and let γ P VL. Then, there exists an L0 ” L0pǫq
such that for all L ě L0, all n P N, N{2 ă n ă N , and all y, y1 P VnpΛLq, we have
(5.9) | xδΛLy , pρnΛLpϕNL,γq ´ ρnL,ΛL,γqδΛLy1 y | ď
234
L
e´µ1e´µ1ph
n
L
pyq`hn
L
py1qq
where hnL was defined in Lemma 4.14.
Proof. Let zn´ :“ bN´n,0 and zn` :“ b0,N´n. Then for all y P VnpΛq and all z P VN´npΛcqztzn˘u
we have that y Y z R V1 is not a droplet configuration. By Lemma 3.10 we obtain for all
y, y1 P VnpΛLq that
| xδΛy , pρnΛpϕγq ´ ρnΛ,γqδΛy1y | ď
ÿ
ηPt˘u
| xδyYznη , pρpϕγq ´ ργqδy1Yznη y |
`
ÿ
zPVN´n
Λ
ztzn˘u
| xδyYz, ρpϕγqδy1Yzy |.(5.10)
By Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 4.14, using Cauchy-Schwarz, we further estimateÿ
zPVN´n
Λ
ztzn˘u
| xδyYz, ρpϕγqδy1Yzy | ď 2
8
L
333e´2µ1e´µ1ph
npyq`hnpy1qq,(5.11)
for all L ě L0, where L0 ” L0pǫq was given in Lemma 4.14. Moreover, according to Lemma 5.2
we derive the estimate
(5.12) | xδyYznη , pρpϕγq ´ ργqδy1Yznη y | ď
217
L
"
e´2µ1 if y “ y1 “ ynη ,
e´µ1pdpyYz
n
η ,V1q`dpy
1Yznη ,V1qq else
for all η P t˘u. Lemma 4.14 implies for all η P t˘u and all y P VnpΛqztynη u that
(5.13) e´µ1dpyYz
n
η ,V1q ď 333e´µ1e´µ1hnpyq,
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since in this case y Y znη R Vn1 . On the other hand, if y “ ynη we have
(5.14) e´µ1dpy
n
ηYz
n
η ,V1q “ 1 “ e´µ1hnpynη q.
Finally, if y, y1 P tyn˘u with y1 ‰ y we have
(5.15) e´µ1pdpyYz
n
η ,V1q`dpy
1Yznη ,V1qq ď e´µ1 .
By combining (5.11), (5.12), (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15), we conclude the proof. 
5.2. Eigenvalue estimates. For this section let n P N with N{2 ă n ă N be fixed. The
objective here is to prove the convergence of ρn
ΛL
pϕNL,γp∆qq to ρnΛL,γ in the Schatten-quasinorm} ¨ }1{p for a any p P p1,8q. Firstly, we establish estimates for the eigenvalues of the afore
mentioned operator. For an operator A P LpHq acting on a finite dimensional Hilbert space
H let tλjpAqujďdimH denote the singular values of A in descending order. If A is a self adjoint
operator, these are also the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A.
Let ΞnL :
 
1, . . . , |VnpΛLq|
(Ñ VnpΛLq be a bijective map such that hnL ˝ΞnL is monotonously
decreasing. In a way, the function ΞnL orders the configurations y P VnpΛLq with respect to
hnLpyq.
Lemma 5.4. Let ∆ ą 3 such that µ1 ě ln 2 and let γ P VL. Then, there exists a L0 ą 0 such
that for all L ě L0 and all j P N with j ď dimHnΛL holds
(5.16) λjpρnΛLpϕNL,γq ´ ρnL,ΛL,γq ď
245e´µ1
L
e´µ1h
n
L
˝Ξn
L
prj{2sq.
Proof. Let An :“ pρn
Λ
pϕγq ´ ρnΛ,γq and m :“ dimHnΛ “ |VnpΛq|. Now, we split up An into a
sum of operators of lower rank. For all j P t1, . . . , mu we define
(5.17) Anj :“ xδΛΞnpjq, AnδΛΞnpjqy |δΛΞnpjqyxδΛLΞnpjq| `
ÿ
ląj
` xδΛ
Ξnplq, A
nδΛ
Ξnpjqy |δΛΞnplqyxδΛΞnpjq| ` h.c.
˘
These are operators of rank less than or equal to two. Moreover,
(5.18) An “
mÿ
j“1
Anj .
First, we estimate the largest eigenvalue of Rnj :“
ř
kąj A
n
k for all j P t0, . . . , mu. We obtain
(5.19) λ1pRnj q ď sup
ψ‰0
}Rnj ψ}8
}ψ}8 “ maxkąj
ÿ
ląj
| xδΛ
Ξnpkq, A
nδΛ
Ξnplqy |,
where } ¨ }8 denotes the supremum norm on HnΛ – Cm. According to Lemma 4.15 and
Lemma 5.3 there exists a L0 ” L0pα, ǫq such that
(5.20) λ1pRnj q ď
234e´µ1
L
e´µ1h
n˝Ξnpj`1q
ÿ
ląj
e´µ1h
n˝Ξnplq ď 2
45e´µ1
L
e´µ1h
n˝Ξnpj`1q
for all L ě L0, where we used the monotonicity of hn ˝ Ξn and µ1 ě ln 2. Since Rn0 “ An this
also implies
(5.21) λ1pAnq ď 2
45e´µ1
L
.
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Let Snj :“ An ´ Rnj for all j P t0, . . . , mu. Hence rankpSnj q ď
řj
k“1 rankpAnkq ď 2j, and
therefore also
(5.22) λ2j`1pSnj q “ 0.
The operator An is self adjoint and An “ Snj ` Rnj for all j P t0, . . . , mu. By a well-known
inequality for singular values [Woj91], we deduce that for all j P N with 2j ` 1 ď m or
2j ` 2 ď m, it holds
(5.23) λ2j`2pAnq ď λ2j`1pAnq ď λ2j`1pSnj q ` λ1pRnj q ď
245e´µ1
L
e´µ1h
n˝Ξnpj`1q,
where we used (5.22). Lastly, we note that for all j ď 2, we have
(5.24) λjpAnq ď λ1pAnq ď 2
45e´µ1
L
e´µ1h
n˝Ξnp1q,
where we used that hnpΞnp1qq “ hnpyn˘q “ 0. 
Lemma 5.5. Let p P p1,8q and ∆ ą 3 such that µ1{p ě ln 2 and let γ P VL. There exists a
L0 ” L0pǫq ą 0 such that for all L ě L0 we obtain
(5.25) }ρn
ΛL
pϕNL,γq ´ ρnL,ΛL,γ}
1{p
1{p ď
256
L1{p
e´µ1{p.
Proof. Let us again define An :“ pρn
Λ
pϕγq ´ ρnΛ,γq and m :“ dimHnΛ. Then
(5.26) }An}1{p
1{p “
mÿ
j“1
λ
1{p
j pAnq.
We remark that tyn˘u Ď ty : hnpyq “ 0u. Therefore, by Lemma 4.15 and Lemma 5.4, there
exists a L0 ” L0pǫq ą 0 such that for all L ě L0 holds
(5.27) }An}1{p
1{p ď
245{pe´µ1{p
L1{p
`
2` 211e´µ1{p˘ ď 256
L1{p
e´µ1{p,
where we used that µ1{p ě ln 2. 
5.3. Proof of Theorem 2.1. We are now prepared to prove the logarithmically corrected
area law as stated in Theorem 2.1. As we already showed in Section 3.4, the entanglement
entropy of the density ρNL,γ in the Ising-limit “∆ “ 8” satisfies this scaling behavior.
We use the formalism of spectral shift functions to control the difference in the entanglement
entropy. For a finite dimensional vector space H, the spectral shift function of a selfadjoint
operator A P LpHq and a selfadjoint perturbation B P LpHq is given by ξp¨;A,A`Bq : R Ñ R,
(5.28) ξpE;A,A`Bq :“ trt1ďEpA`Bq ´ 1ďEpAqu.
According to [CHN01], for any p P r1,8q the Lp-norm of the spectral shift functions satisfies
(5.29) }ξp¨;A,A`Bq}p ď }B}1{p1{p.
Lemma 5.6. Let H be a finite dimensional Hilbert space, A,B P LpHq be self adjoint operators
such that σpAq, σpA`Bq Ď r0, 1s. Let p, q P p1,8q such that 1{p` 1{q “ 1. Then
(5.30)
ˇˇ
trtspA `Bq ´ spAquˇˇ ď }B}1{p
1{pp1` } lnp¨q1p0,1qp¨q}qq.
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Proof. Kre˘ın’s theorem for the spectral shift function [Sch12] states that
(5.31) trtfpA`Bq ´ fpAqu “
ż
R
f 1ptqξpt;A,A`Bq dt
for any compactly supported and smooth function f P C8c pRq. Since s is not differentiable
in 0, we cannot apply this result directly. We therefore define a family of suitable auxiliary
functions psηqηPN P C80 pRq such that limηÑ8 sηptq “ sptq for all t P r0, 1s. Let χ P C8pRq be a
function, such that χpRq “ r0, 1s, χptq “ 0 for t ď 1{2 and χptq “ 1 for t ě 1. For η P N and
τ P R let
(5.32) sηpτq :“ χp2´ τq
ż τ
0
s1ptqχpηtq dt.
Since both sηp0q “ sp0q “ 0 and limηÑ0 }ps1η´s1q1p0,1q}p “ 0 for all p P r1,8q we conclude that
limηÑ8 sηptq “ sptq for all t P r0, 1s. Both, A and A `B have a finite number of eigenvalues.
Hence
(5.33) lim
ηÑ8
ˇˇ
trtsηpA`Bq ´ sηpAqu ´ trtspA `Bq ´ spAqu
ˇˇ “ 0.
For any p, q P p1,8q, 1{p` 1{q “ 1, and η P N we obtain by applying (5.31) to sη that
(5.34)
ˇˇ
trtsηpA`Bq ´ sηpAqu
ˇˇ ď }ξp¨;A,A`Bq}p}s1η1p0,1q}q,
where we used that ξpt;A,A`Bq “ 0 for t ą 1. The first term of the right hand side can be
estimated by (5.29). We estimate the second term by
(5.35) }s1η1p0,1q}q “ }s1p¨qχpη¨q1p0,1qp¨q}q ď }s11p0,1q}q ď 1` } lnp¨q1p0,1qp¨q}q.
Together with (5.33) this yields (5.30). 
Remark 5.7. Observe that for all q P p1,8q we obtain the elementary estimate
(5.36) } lnp¨q1p0,1qp¨q}q “ Γpq ` 1q1{q ď 2q,
where Γ denotes the Gamma function.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By (3.34), for every E P σpHNL q X I1, there exists at least one γ P VL
such that E “ inf σpHˆNL,γq. Let |ϕNL,γy be the corresponding eigenvector.
Let n P N with N{2 ă n ă N and p, q ą 1 such that 1 “ 1{p ` 1{q. Let ∆ ą 3, such
that µ1p∆q{p ě ln 2. According to Lemma 5.5, Lemma 5.6 and Remark 5.7, there exists a
L10 ” L10pǫq ą e2 such that
(5.37) | trtspρnΛLpϕNL,γqq ´ spρnL,ΛL,γqu| ď
256
L1{p
e´µ1{pp1` 2qq
for all L ě L1
0
. We now choose p, q ą 1 to depend on L as follows. Let q ” qpLq :“ lnpLq and
p ” ppLq :“ p1 ´ 1{ lnpLqq´1. This implies L1{p “ e´1L. For all L ě e2, we have 1{p ě 1{2
and if ∆ ą 25, then this implies µ1p∆q{2 ě ln 2. For L ě L10 we bound (5.37) by
(5.38) | trtspρnΛLpϕNL,γqq ´ spρnL,ΛL,γqu| ď
257
L
e´µ1{2p1` 2 lnpLqq.
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Corollary 3.8 implies that µ1p∆q Ñ 8 for ∆ Ñ 8. Therefore, there exists a ∆0 ě 25 such
that
(5.39) 257e´µ1{2 ď 1{2
for all ∆ ě ∆0. Hence, by applying (3.78) as well as (5.39), we obtain
(5.40) trtspρn
ΛL
pϕNL,γqqu ě trtspρnL,ΛL,γqu ´ | trtspρnΛLpϕNL,γqq ´ spρnL,ΛL,γqu| ě
lnL´ 1
L
.
This implies for the entanglement entropy that
(5.41) SpϕNL,γ,ΛLq ě
ÿ
nPN,
N{2ănăN
trtspρnΛLpϕNL,γqqu ě pN{2 ´ 1q
lnL´ 1
L
.
We notice, that limLÑ8
N{2´1
L
“ ǫ{2. Hence, for all ∆ ě ∆0 we have
(5.42) lim inf
LÑ8
SpϕNL,γ,ΛLq
lnL
ě ǫ
2
.

Appendix A.
A.1. Uniqueness of fiber operator ground states.
Lemma A.1. Let ∆ ą 2, let L,N P N with 1 ă N ă L ´ 1. Then for any γ P VL, the
operator HˆNL,γ has exactly one eigenvalue in r1´ 1∆ , 1s and no eigenvalue in p1, 2´ 2∆q.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, we get
(A.1) HˆNL,γ “ ´
1
2∆
AˆNL,γ ` WˆNL,γ ě
ˆ
1´ 1
∆
˙
WˆNL,γ .
There exists exactly one element xˆ0 P pVNL X VNL,1. It satisfies W pxˆ0q “ 1. For any other
xˆ P pVNL ztxˆ0u we have W pxˆq ě 2. Let φNL,γ,0 P SNL,γ be defined by φNL,γ,0pσ, xˆq :“ δγ,σδxˆ0,xˆ.
Hence, the operator
(A.2) HˆNL,γ `
ˆ
1´ 1
∆
˙
|φNL,γ,0yxφNL,γ,0| ě
ˆ
1´ 1
∆
˙´
WˆNL,γ ` |φNL,γ,0yxφNL,γ,0|
¯
ě
ˆ
2´ 2
∆
˙
is a rank-one perturbation of HˆNL,γ. Therefore the unperturbed operator Hˆ
N
L,γ has at most one
eigenvalue below p2 ´ 2
∆
q. On the other hand, since xφNL,γ,0, HˆNL,γφNL,γ,0y “ 1, there exists at
least one eigenvalue which is less than or equal to 1. Since for ∆ ą 2, we get 1 ă 2´ 2
∆
, this
concludes the proof. 
For γ “ 0, it follows from the explicit structure of the fiber operator HˆNL,0 that it has a
unique ground state ϕˆNL,0 which can be chosen to be strictly positive. The same is true for the
original operatorHNL . This will allow us to conclude that ϕ
N
L,0 :“ pFNL q˚ϕˆNL,0 is the ground state
of HNL . The main tool for our result will be an idea presented in [YY66], where the existence
of a strictly positive ground state for the XXZ model on the ring was established, however
37
let us also point out that this piece of the proof also follows from the Allegretto-Piepenbrink
theorem shown in [HK11].
Lemma A.2. Let N,L P N, 0 ă N ă L. Moreover, let E0 ” E0pL,N,∆q “ inf σpHˆL,0q.
Then, E0 is non-degenerate and the corresponding eigenvector ϕˆ
N
L,0 P SNL,0 can be chosen such
that }ϕˆNL,0} “ 1 and ϕˆNL,0p0, xˆq ą 0 for all xˆ P pVNL . In addition, ϕNL,0 :“ pFNL q˚ϕˆNL,0 is the unique
ground state of HNL .
Proof. Firstly, note that if we choose the constant C ą 2N ě }WNL } “ }WˆNL,0}, we then get that
the matrix representations of both operators A1 :“ pC1lHN
L
´HNL q and A2 :“ pC1lSNL,0 ´ HˆNL,0q
have only non–negative entries. Moreover, note that since A1 and A2 are irreducible, we can
choose D ě dimpHNL q large enough, such that the matrix entries of AD1 and AD2 will all be
strictly positive. Hence, by the Perron-Frobenius Theorem, the largest eigenvalue of each of
these operators AD
1
and AD
2
is positive, non-degenerate and the corresponding eigenfunctions
can be chosen to be strictly positive. Let ϕNL,0 and ϕˆ
N
L,0 denote the eigenfunctions for A
D
1
and AD
2
respectively, that satisfy these properties. Clearly, ϕNL,0 and ϕˆ
N
L,0 will then be the
eigenfunctions of HNL and Hˆ
N
L,0 corresponding to the respective minima E0 and Eˆ0 of the
spectra. Now, since HNL and Hˆ
N
L are unitarily equivalent via the Fourier transform F
N
L , the
function pFNL q˚ϕˆNL,0 is also an eigenfunction of HNL and thus Eˆ0 P σpHNL q. However, from the
explicit form of pFNL q˚ as given in (3.13), one sees that since ϕˆNL,0 P SNL,0 we get that pFNL q˚ϕˆNL,0
is a strictly positive eigenfunction of HNL . Thus, we conclude that pFNL q˚ϕˆNL,0 “ ϕNL,0 and
consequently E0 “ Eˆ0. 
A.2. An auxiliary result. The following lemma is an adaptation of a similar result in
[ARFS20, Thm. 6.1].
Lemma A.3. Let N P N and
(A.3) XN :“ tχ “ pχ1, . . . , χNq Ď NN0 : χ1 ď . . . ď χNu.
Then, for all µ ě ln 2 we have
(A.4)
ÿ
χPXN zt0u
e´µ|χ|1 ď 30e´µ,
where | ¨ |1-denotes the ℓ1-norm of ZN .
Proof. Let Ψ : NN0 Ñ XN with
(A.5) x ÞÑ Ψpxq :“ pΨ1pxq, . . . ,ΨNpxqq ,
where for each j P t1, 2, . . . , Nu, we have defined ψjpxq :“
řj
i“1 xi. Note that Ψ is a bijection.
For any x P NN
0
, we therefore get
(A.6)
Nÿ
j“1
Ψjpxq “
Nÿ
k“1
pN ´ k ` 1qxk
38
and Ψ is a bijection, we have
(A.7)
ÿ
χPXN
e´µ|χ|1 “
ÿ
xPNN
0
e´µ|Ψpxq|1 “
ÿ
xPNN
0
Nź
k“1
e´µpN´k`1qxk ,
which yields
(A.8)
ÿ
χPXN
e´µ|χ|1 “
Nź
k“1
8ÿ
y“0
e´µypN´k`1q “
Nź
k“1
1
1´ e´µpN´k`1q .
This gives us the following estimate, which is uniform in N :
(A.9)
ÿ
χPXN
e´µ|χ|1 ď
8ź
m“1
1
1´ e´µm ď exp
´ 2e´µ
1´ e´µ
¯
,
where we have used that lnp1´ λq´1 ď 2λ, whenever λ P p0, 1{2q. Hence,
(A.10)
ÿ
χPXN zt0u
e´µ|χ|1 ď exp
´ 2e´µ
1´ e´µ
¯
´ 1 ď 4e2e´µ,
since ex ´ 1 ď xex for all x ě 0 and e´µ ď 2´1 for µ ě ln 2. 
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